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Abstract 

 

Lithium ion batteries have dominated the portable electronics market and have the potential to 

dominate large-scale battery applications including hybrid and electric vehicles, as well as grid 

storage, because of their high energy and power densities
1,2

. It is well known that conventional 

electrolytes show poor anodic stabilities above 4.5 V versus Li/Li
+
.
3
 As a result, high voltage 

electrolytes are essential for the development of next generation high energy lithium ion batteries. 

Both fluorinated electrolytes and additives can be introduced into the electrolyte system.
4
 In this 

work, fluorinated electrolytes were used in both graphite-LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) 

(operated between 3.0 - 4.6 V) and graphite- LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) (operated between 3.5 - 

4.9 V) full cell systems.  The baseline electrolyte for all cells (referred to as Gen2) was 

composed of 1.2M LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of EC and EMC (3:7 in weight ratio).  After a 

series of electrochemical tests, compared to the baseline electrolyte, the fluorinated electrolytes 

displayed significantly enhanced performance under both high cut off voltage and high 

temperature (55 
o
C). The post test analysis results showed that the cycled electrode can not only 

reach a much more stable interface but also overcome the crystal structure change after long term 

cycling when the fluorinated electrolyte system was used. In addition to changing the solvent, a 

series of additives were designed, synthesized and evaluated for high-voltage Li-ion battery cells 

using a Ni-rich layered cathode materials LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523). The repeated 

charge/discharge cycling for NCM523/graphite full cells using Gen2 with 1 wt % of these 

additives as electrolytes was performed. Electrochemical performance testing and post analysis 

result demonstrated that our as selected or designed cathode additives could passivate the 

cathode and prevent the cathode from side reactions. The developed methodology could provide 
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fundamental direction in the design and investigation of better electrolytes for the next 

generation lithium ion batteries 
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Executive Summary 

In Phase I, we reported a method using constant potential electrolysis with a slightly overcharged 

LNMO cathode as the working electrode, abbreviated as an “electrochemical floating test”, 

where the cell potential is allowed to “float” (or held) at different values to evaluate the stability 

of the electrolyte. Firstly, different fluorinated cyclic carbonate, asymmetric fluorinated linear 

carbonate and symmetric fluorinated linear carbonates were designed and synthesized by wet 

chemical process. The new electrolyte was made by dissolving LiPF6 salt into the as prepared 

cyclic carbonate and linear carbonate. For an ideal electrolyte with no impurities and no 

oxidation at the working electrode, the only current observed when a potential is applied is the 

capacitance current, which should decline to zero when the equilibrium is reached. The effects of 

cyclic carbonate and linear carbonate on the stability of the electrolyte under room temperature 

and high temperature (55 °C) was investigated. 

 

In Phase II, fluorinated cyclic carbonates with different substituents including fluoroethylene 

carbonate (FEC), difluoroethylene carbonate (DFEC), trifluoropropylene carbonate (TFPC), 4-

((2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropoxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (TFP-PC-E) and 4-(2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,5-

nonafluoropentyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (NFPEC) were synthesized and evaluated. The 

graphite/LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 full cell performance using various fluorinated cyclic carbonates 

with fixed linear fluorinated carbonate as electrolyte components was evaluated. A conductivity 

cell was designed to test the conductivity of the electrolytes with different cyclic carbonates 

under the temperature range from 10 °C to 60 °C. Additionally, the oxidation stability was tested 

using a 3 electrode Swagelok cell with a Pt working electrode. The effects of the substituent 
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groups were also investigated by probing their performance in graphite/NCM523 full cell 

chemistry.   

 

In Phase III, The capacity fading mechanism in different electrolyte system was studied. A novel 

fluorinated electrolyte containing 1.0 M LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of FEC and HFDEC 

solvent with 1wt % LiDFOB as the additive was utilized in a graphite-LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 full 

cell, which was operated between 3.0 - 4.6 V. Compared with the conventional EC and EMC 

based electrolyte, fluorinated electrolytes showed excellent cycling performance under a 4.6V 

cut off voltage. Synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction (SXRD) and X-ray absorption near edge 

structure (XANES) were conducted to investigate and compare the cycled bulk cathode electrode 

in different electrolytes. It was found that the cathode cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte can 

maintain the crystal structure of NCM523 better than the baseline electrolyte.  Furthermore, the 

transition metal can be charged to a higher valence state under high cutoff voltage when 

fluorinated electrolytes were employed. 

 

In Phase IV, the effects of triethlylphosphite (TEP) and Tris(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) phosphite 

(TTFP) as electrolyte additives in a LiPF6-ethylene carbonate (EC)-ethyl methyl carbonate 

(EMC) electrolyte were evaluated. Compared to the baseline electrolyte, both TEP and TTFP 

showed a lower oxidation potential and as a result, a decomposition layer on the surface of the 

cathode should be formed. However, only the cell with TTFP demonstrated an improvement in 

both the capacity retention and Coulombic efficiency. Therefore, our tests showed that TEP is 

not an effective electrolyte additive for use in this cell chemistry. However, fluorination of the 
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ethyl groups (yielded TTFP) of the additive leads to the enhancement of the electrochemical 

stability and significant improvement of the cycling performance of NCM523-graphite cells.  

 

In Phase V, taken together the advantages of different additives tested before, fluorinated cyclic 

phosphates were introduced as novel additives for high voltage Li-ion battery using 

graphite/LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) cell. Cyclic fluorinated phosphates with various 

chemical structures were designed, synthesized and characterized by NMR. Full cells (graphite/ 

NCM523) using the state-of-the-art electrolyte with 1 wt% phosphate additive added 

demonstrated significant improvement in the cycling performance compared to the cell without 

additive.Based on results from comprehensive electrochemical testing, theoretical calculations 

and post test analysis, we were able to identify the benefits of using fluorinated electrolytes and 

new additives in LIBs. For the first part, a series of fluorinated cyclic and linear carbonates were 

designed, synthesized and evaluated. Most of the fluorinated carbonates exhibit higher anodic 

stability than the traditional carbonates, such as ethylene Carbonate (EC), ethyl methyl carbonate 

(EMC) or dimethyl carbonate (DMC). Two of the formulated fluorinated carbonate based 

electrolytes showed better electrochemical performance and thermostability than the 

conventional EC/EMC based electrolyte. Based on the post test analysis and simulation results, 

different capacity fading mechanisms exist between the baseline electrolyte and the fluorinated 

electrolyte. Our results show that for cells cycled in the baseline electrolyte the capacity fading 

comes from: i) transition metal (TM) dissolution from the cathode and TM plating on the anode, 

ii) the phase change of NCM523 on the cathode surface, iii) the impedance arisen from the anode, 

iv) electrolyte decomposition reaction, and v) the losing of active lithium from the cathode. On 

http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/754935?lang=en&region=US
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimethyl_carbonate
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the other hand, capacity fading of the cell cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte comes from i) the 

active lithium lose from the cathode materials and ii) the impedance arisen from the cathode. 

 

Also, the effect of additives for conventional electrolyte was also studied in this work. Initially 

we compared the effectiveness of TEP and TTFP as cathode electrolyte additive in a 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2-graphite 4.6V system. Our results showed that the additive with fluorinated 

groups can passivate the cathode surface and reduce parasitic, unwanted surface side reactions. 

Moreover, with the understanding of the relationship between the structural factors and 

electrochemical performance of various additives, we designed and synthesized a new cathode 

additive for HEHV battery system, 2-(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide 

(TFPOP), which  combines the advantages of fluorinated alkyl group, five member ring and  

phosphate. The new additive exhibits significant improvement on the HEHV battery.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Li-ion batteries technologies 

Li-ion batteries technology has become increasingly important in recent years
1, 14-17

. Lithium is 

both one of the most electropositive elements and one of the highest electrochemically active 

metals (−3.04 V versus standard hydrogen electrode). These traits enable Li-ion batteries to have 

higher energy density than other types of rechargeable batteries. Despite their extensive use, 

there is still continued commercial interest in developing next generation Li-ion batteries that 

would lead to remarkably higher energy density and longer cycle life. The ultimate goal is to 

enable the wide adoption of hybrid and electric vehicles and decrease the dependence of mass 

transportation on non-sustainable fossil fuels. Figure 1.1a6 summaries the design and operation 

of various EVs. There are several levels at which EVs can be operated, categorized by the depth 

of pure electrical propulsion and hence, the size of the battery pack that should be used. Figure 

1.1b6 tabulates three main options for EV operation, indicating the appropriate numbers: total 

battery capacity needed, energy density available, battery weight, driving distance between 

charges and average speed.  
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Figure. 1.1 (a) Characterization of the main three kinds of EVs: light EV (hybrid), PHEV and 

full EV, in terms of performance and battery properties. (b) Ragone plot. 

1.1.1 Li-ion battery components 

There are four key components in a lithium-ion batteries system: cathode, anode, electrolyte and 

separator.  

i) Anode: 

Due to the dendrite issue of using lithium as a pure metal anode, the primary choice of anode 

material for lithium-ion batteries is graphite because of its reasonable specific capacity 

(374mAh/g), long cycle life, abundant materials supply and relatively low cost. Graphite 
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intercalates reversibly with lithium to form LiC6 as the final product according to the following 

reaction (Eq 1) 

𝐶6 + 𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑒− ↔ 𝐿𝑖𝐶6 

The intercalation of lithium into graphite occurs in stages such as LiC24, LiC27 and LiC12 via 

first-order phase transition reactions between the various stages. 

 

Despite its extensive application, the traditional carbon-based anode materials, such as graphite
18

, 

graphene
19

, and carbon nanotubes
20

, cannot meet the demand for high capacity and energy. 

Meanwhile, there are a lot of researchers working on the alloy type anodes such as Si, Sn and Se 

due to their high specific capacity and enhanced safety.
21-24

 For example, Si can alloy with Li 

and form Li4.4Si, which can reach a theoretical capacity as high as 4200 mAh/g
25

, and this is 

more than ten times higher than that of commercial graphite anodes. However, the short cycle 

life of the Si electrode prevents it from being widely used.
26

 Two main reasons have been widely 

accepted to explain the short cycle life. First, when the lithium ions diffuse into the Si anode, the 

volume of the anode will expand to almost 300%−400% of its initial size. Since the morphology 

of Si plays an important role in determining its capacity and cyclability, such a huge volume 

change causes significant capacity loss. Moreover, lithium ion intercalation/deintercalation 

causes tremendous stress in the Si lattice and thus leads to cracking and crumbling of the Si 

particles. Second, the cycling performance of the Si electrode can also be influenced by the 

interfacial property that originate from the formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer 

which would have a negative effect on the specific capacity because of Li ion consuming
27-28

. 

The SEI layer becomes thicker and thicker during cycling, leading to a decreased capacity and 

low Coulombic efficiency. 
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ii) Cathode 

The cathode (positive electrode) is the major factor that determines the energy density and cost 

of Li-ion batteries
13, 29

. One of the most common commercialized cathode materials is lithium 

cobalt oxide LiCoO2. The structure of layered compound LiMO2 (M indicate transition metal) is 

shown in Figure 1.2
30

. In this structure, the oxygen anions have a close-packed arrangement in 

ABCABC stacking sequence. The oxygen anions, which form a close-packed FCC lattice with 

cations located in the 6 coordinated octahedral crystal site. The slabs and Li layer are stacked 

alternatively.  And then the lithium ions can be diffused in a two-dimensional plane. 

Goodenough first recognized that LiCoO2 had a structure similar to the layered structures of the 

dichalcogenides and showed that the lithium could be removed electrochemically, thus making it 

a viable cathode material
31

. The first commercialized lithium ion battery cathode is LiCoO2 from 

SONY Company
32

. SONY combined the LiCoO2 cathode with a carbon anode to make the first 

successful Li-ion battery, which now dominates the lithium battery market. The layered structure 

cathode material can reach a comparable high capacity when charged to a high voltage. However, 

there is a limited availability of cobalt, which causes it to have a high price. This price limits it 

use to small cells, such as those used in computers, cell phones, and cameras. Not only is this 

material very expensive, but it suffers from limited practical capacity (< 140mAh/g
-1

), poor 

thermostability and bad rate performance
33

An alternative cathode will be needed for large-scale 

applications, as envisioned in HEV or for load leveling. 
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Figure 1.2. Crystal structure of LiCoO2 

 

 

 

 

Consequently, intensive works on new cathode materials for Li-ion batteries have been 

carried out recently (as shown in Table 1). In 1997, a new cathode revolution comes with 

the discovery of the electrochemical properties of the olivine phase, in particular LiFePO4, 

by Padhi et al
34

. This is the first cathode material with potentially low cost and plentiful 

elements and also environmentally benign that could have a major impact in 

electrochemical energy storage. The structure of LiFePO4 is shown in Figure 1.3
35

. It 

contains slightly distorted hcp anion oxygen arrays with half of the octahedral sites 

occupied by Fe and one eighth by Li. The LiO6 octahedra are edge-shared while the FeO6 

octahedra are corner-shared
35

. However, this material has a low conductivity at room 

temperature. It could only reach its theoretical capacity under low rate due to the low 

lithium diffusion at the interface.
22

 Even the modification on the surface may improve 

this issue, such as a conductive carbon coating
23

, it will increase the cost of that cathode 

material a lot.  
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Figure 1.3. Structures of orthorhombic LiFePO4 and trigonal quartz-like FePO4. 

 

 

The first spinel structure cathode material, LiMn2O4 was proposed by Thackeray et al. in 

1983
31 

shown in Figure 1.4a, even this material can be charged to a comparable high 

voltage without safety issue, however, it still have the capacity fading problem due to the 

transition metal dissolution and phase transformation. After that, multiple efforts have 

been made to improve it. Doping a new element tend to be one of the most effective ways 

to resolve this problem. Multiple dopants including inactive ions such as Mg, Al, and Zn, 

first row transition metal ions such as Ti, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu and rare earth metal ions 

such as Nd and La have been investigated
30

. And LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, Figure 1.4b
16

, shows 

the best overall electrochemical performances among the above. 
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Figure 1.4. Crystal structure of (a)LMO (b)LNMO spinel cathode with lithium insertion.  

 

In the year of 2000, the first lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide, LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 

(NCM333), was synthesized by Ohzuku's group
36

. After that, extensive research on the 

development and improvement of new Ni-rich layered LiNixCoyMnzO2 materials has 

been conducted. 
36-45

 LiNixCoyMn (1-x-y) O2 (NCM) materials have been selected as one of 

the primary battery materials for commercial applications such as EV, laptops and mobile 

phones. One of the most promising advantages of NCM cathode materials is its high 

practical capacity under high cutoff voltages. The most promising part of this cathode 

material is we can adjust the ratio of different transition metal to reach different 

requirements. For example, a high Ni concentration will donate a high specific capacity 

and a high Co will leads to better high voltage stability due to a compact crystal structure, 

moreover, a high Mn will give a better thermostability. For example, for the NCM523 

material, a specific capacity of 220mAh/g can be reached when it is charged up to 4.7 V 
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Vs Li/Li
+

.  This is almost twice that of some other conventional cathode materials such as 

LiFePO4 (LFP), LiMnO2 (LMO) and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) as shown in Table 1.  

 

 

Table1 Summery of SOA cathode material 

Material 
Group 

space 

Specific 

Capacity(mAh/g) 

Midpoint 

V vs. Li 

at C/20 

Pros Cons 

LiCoO
2
 𝑅3̅𝑚 155 3.9 Most common cathode 

Co is expensive and toxic, 

low thermo stability 

LiNi
1-x-y

Co
y
Mn

x
O

2
(NCM) 𝑅3̅𝑚 140-180 3.8 

Capacity depends on 

upper voltage cutoff, 

safer and low cost 

Transition metal 

dissolution and plating 

issue 

LiNi0
.8
Co

0.15
Al

x0.05
O

2
(NCA) 𝐶2̅𝑚 200 3.73 

Safer and less 

expensive. high 

capacity 

Transition metal 

dissolution, Surface 

Oxygen loss 

LiMn
2
O

4
 (Spinel) 𝐹𝑑3̅𝑚 100-120 4.05 

Safer and less 

expensive than LCO 

Poor high temperature 

stability 

LiFePO
4
(LFP) 𝑃𝑚𝑛𝑏 160 3.45 Very safe 

Low volumetric energy, 

poor rate performance 

Li[Li
1/9

Ni
1/3

Mn
5/9

]O
2
 𝑅3̅𝑚 275 3.8 High specific capacity Low rate capacity and 1

st

 

Coulombic efficiency 

LiNi
0.5

Mn
1.5

O
2
 𝑃4332 130 4.6 

Up to 5V high cutoff 

voltage 

Requires an electrolyte 

that is stable ate high 

voltage 

 

 

 

 

 

iii) Separator 

A conventional lithium-ion battery separator is made of polymers including polypropylene (PP), 

polyethylene (PE), etc., because of their desirable mechanical strength and electrochemical 

stability
16

. Due to their nonpolar property, polymer separators suffer from poor wettability. 

Additionally, the low melting point and glass transition temperature of those polymers may result 
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in thermal shrinkage.
46

 It is well-known that both shrinking and melting of the separator in a 

lithium-ion battery would lead to physical contact between the electrodes causing a short circuit. 

This would not only result in the failure of the cell but also generate heat and cause serious safety 

problems. Therefore, many researches are underway to explore separators with high thermal-

resistance and good wettability
16, 46

. One possible solution is to develop an inorganic particle 

based separator, in which a fine porous structure is combined with ultrafine inorganic particles, 

such as Al2O3, SiO2, and MgO.
47-49

 Inorganic particle based separators have good wettability and 

very high surface area due to the fine ceramic particles as well as good high temperature 

performance. However, they are very brittle and can easily crack during cell winding and 

assembling. The cracks will lead to a direct contact between the anode and cathode and thus, the 

failure of the cell. To solve the problems associated with inorganic particle based separators, 

composite separators combining ceramic particles and polymers, which are more flexible and 

stronger, are being developed. For example, Lee et al. developed an Al2O3 coated polyimide 

nanofiber separator
50

; Wang et al. synthesized a porous Al2O3 particle-PVDF composite 

separator to solve the brittle problem
51

; Shinet et al. use polyethylene to improve the 

performance of the ceramic particle based separator
51

; Degussa et al. developed a series of 

Separion (a trade name) separators by combining the characteristics of polymeric nonwoven and 

ceramic nanoparticles
16

. 

 

iv) Electrolyte 

 

The conventional lithium-ion battery employs organic carbonate esters as the electrolyte solvent, 

in particular, mixtures of ethylene carbonate (EC) with dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl 
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carbonate (DEC), and/or ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) are dissolved in LiPF6 salt (shown in 

Figure 1.5)
2-3

. However, this electrolyte continuously decomposes above 4.5 V vs. Li
+
/Li, 

limiting its application to a cathode chemistry that delivers capacity at a high charging voltage. 

Therefore, the demand for a better electrolyte has become a high priority for the development of  

lithium-ion batteries with high energy density.  

 

Figure 1.5. Chemical structure of the baseline carbonate EC, EMC, DMC, DEC and the LiPF6 

salt.  

 

 

An ideal electrolyte should have a higher lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy 

level than that of the anode and a lower highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy 

level than that of the cathode side.
9
 In other word, the electrolyte should be neither oxidized at 

the cathode nor reduced at the anode side during cycling as shown in Figure 1.6a. However, 

during cycling, the anode is stabilized around 0.1V vs Li
+
/Li, as a result, the carbonate based 

electrolyte will be reduced continuously
2-3

. Thus, a solid electrolytes interphase (SEI) is needed 

to kinetically stabilize the anode and enable further cycling without continual solvent 

decomposition. The conventional electrolyte is well known in not only forming a stable SEI, but 

also remaining stable at upper cutoff voltages of the earlier generation cathode such as LiCoO2 
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(LCO) or LiFePO4 (LFP), which have an upper cutoff voltage below 4.0V vs Li
+
/Li as shown in 

Figure 1.6b.
10

 However, it cannot match the new generation high operation voltage cathode 

materials such as LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) and LiNixCoyMn(1-x-y)O2 (NCM) materials, which 

have a cutoff voltage up to 4.9V and 4.6V respectively
11

. As the result, new electrolyte designs 

are still needed to enable the new generation high energy and high voltage batteries. There are 

two design principles current being researched: i) create a new electrolyte system, which has a 

higher oxidation potential than the traditional carbonate based electrolyte, and as shown in 

Figure 1.6d ii) introduce additive/additives into the conventional electrolyte as shown in Figure 

1.6c. The former principle utilizes the introduction of fluorine (F) and/or fluorinated alkyl groups 

(Rf) to organic solvents including cyclic and linear carbonates, sulfones, cyclic and linear esters, 

and ethers to increase the voltage stability of electrolyte due to the high electronegativity of F 

species. The latter principle uses additives that can form a protective layer on the electrode and 

protect the cathode material from dissolution and overcharge
12

. However, although adding 

additive is cheaper and can passivate the electrode surface furthermore, protect the electrolyte 

from side reactions, it still cannot change the properties of the entire electrolyte, such as the 

HOMO and LUMO energy level or flammability and flash point. As a result, the fluorinated 

electrolyte is still essential.   
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Figure 1.6 HOMO and LUMO energy level schematic diagram of (a). ideal electrolyte system, 

(b). SOA carbonate electrolyte (c) electrolyte with additive (d) fluorinated electrolyte with 

intrinsic stability 

 

 

Several studies have been dedicated to the development of high voltage electrolytes such as 

sulfones,
52-53

 ionic liquids
54

, and dinitriles
55

, as well as electrolyte additives
12

 that stabilize the 

charged cathode surface to afford a reversible Li
+
 intercalation chemistry in the coveted 5-V 

region. These electrolyte materials can provide high anodic stability, but they suffer from their 

intrinsic high viscosity, low dielectric constant, and low conductivity. More importantly, they do 

not form a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) on carbonaceous anode material. Therefore, it 

continues to be a major challenge to develop an electrolyte additive for these new electrolytes 
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that will  provide the SEI formation required for extended cycling performance, especially under 

heavily abusive conditions.  

Due to their high conductivity, excellent solubility with lithium salts, and ability to form a stable 

SEI, carbonates are still an excellent choice as the solvent for electrolyte systems. However, 

traditional carbonates like EC and EMC have a low potential limit, which makes them unstable 

in high voltage cells. As a result, focus has shifted to fluorinated carbonates which are expected 

to have higher oxidation potentials according to density functional theory (DFT) calculations
56

.  

1.1.2 Li-ion battery working principle 

 For today’s commercialized lithium-ion battery system, both cathode and anode materials are 

intercalation materials. The transition metal oxides in the cathode, and the graphite in anode, 

constitute a large unchangeable host with specific sites for lithium ion intercalation. All lithium 

ions are in the cathode side initially (therefore a 0% SOC) and the battery system is assembled in 

‘discharged’ status.  

While charging, lithium ions are extracted from the cathode host, moved through the non-

aqueous electrolyte and intercalated into the anode host. Meanwhile, electrons move from the 

cathode move to the anode through the outside current collectors forming an electric circuit as 

shown in Figure 1.7
13

. 
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Figure 1.7. Working principle of SOA Li-ion battery 

  

1.2   New electrolyte design for HEHV Li ion batteries 

To accommodate these next-generation electrode materials, massive research efforts have been 

devoted into two separate directions of electrolyte development 
2-3

. The first direction is to 

develop additives that passivate the electrode surface so that the well-established conventional 

electrolyte can still be used in the novel systems. In this case, additives are not only targeting the 

anode surface, but also the cathode surface because of the high working potential of the high 

energy cathode materials. For example, Lee et al.
 57

 reported that the addition of 5 wt% 

methyl(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) carbonate to the conventional carbonate electrolyte can significantly 

improve cycling performance. Dahn and co-workers 
58

 and others 
4, 59

 revealed the improved 

oxidation stability of the conventional electrolyte when tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphate and/or 
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tris(trimethylsilyl) phosphite were used as electrolyte additives in NCM333/graphite cell 

operated at 4.2 V cutoff voltage at 40
o
C. Zuo et al.

 60
 presented that the addition of 1 wt% LiBF4 

enhanced cycling performance for  LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cell at 4.5 V. Xu et al. 
61

 

reported that the lithium borate can be used as an additive to modify the surface of 

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 for better capacity retention.
 
Wang et al. 

62
 reported triethylborate as an 

electrolyte additive for high voltage NCM cathode and the capacity retention improved both at 

25 °C and 55 °C. Other cathode additives were also reported by Chen et al., 
63

 Mai et al., 
64

 and 

Chen et al. 
65

 

 

The second direction is to completely abandon conventional electrolyte and develop a totally 

new electrolyte system that utilize novel salts, new carbonate solvents or non-carbonate solvents 

and the corresponding additives.  Of the novel solvents, fluorinated organic solvents are of wide 

interest due to possible application in high voltage 
40, 66

, high capacity
6
, low temperature lithium-

ion batteries. Based on theoretical calculations, fluorinated organic solvents generally have 

higher oxidation and reduction potentials than their non-fluorinated versions. In most cases, 

fluorinated carbonates show 0.2 V to 1.0 V increases in oxidation potential and 0.2 to 0.4 V 

increases in reduction potential compared with non-fluorinated carbonates. The increase in redox 

potential has several types of effect in electrolyte formulated with fluorinated solvents. First of 

all, the overall voltage stability on the positive electrode is expected to increase considerably 

with fluorinated solvents. Second, due to the increased reduction potential, fluorinated electrolyte 

formulations may need additives that decompose at even higher reduction potentials to form an 

effective SEI. Lastly, fluorinated solvent that are capable of forming SEI alone may be used as 

additives in conventional electrolyte formulations due to their high reduction potential. 
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Based on such calculations, fluorinated solvents, especially carbonates are suitable candidates for 

Li-ion batteries electrolyte solvents that require high working potential. Indeed, testing of 

fluorinated electrolyte in high voltage Li-ion batteries has taken place widely in both academia 

and industry.  

1.3 Research Objective and Technic Targets 

1.3.1 Project objectives  

i). To develop a new advanced electrolyte system with outstanding stability at high voltage and 

high temperature. It should also demonstrate improved safety characteristics consisting of a high 

voltage LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) or LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) cathode and graphite anode. 

ii). To systematically study different fluorinated electrolyte additives and Co-solvents by various 

electrochemical method. We envisioned this by figuring out the effect of the substitution group 

on the performance of electrolyte, and then by introducing this new electrolyte in next generation 

Li-ion batteries. 

iii). To gain a fundamental understanding of the interaction between electrolyte and electrode 

materials, the dependence of Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI) functionality on electrolyte 

composition, and the effect of high temperature on full Li- ion cells using the advanced 

electrolyte system. 

 

1.3.2 Technical targets 

i). Design and synthesize new fluorinated linear and cyclic carbonates. 
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ii). Develop a screening method for oxidation stability of the synthesized F-solvents. 

iii). Develop the fluorinated electrolyte formulations that not only showed improved oxidation 

stability, but also stable cycling performance in LNMO/graphite or NCM523/graphite full cells. 

iv). Achieve stable charge/discharge cycling performance with the optimal electrolyte in full 

cells at both room and high temperature (55 ̊C). 

v). Performed the diagnosis analysis of the surface morphology and chemical composition of the 

cycled anode and cathode electrodes with fluorinated/baseline electrolyte by SEM/TEM, XPS, 

ICP-MS, FT-IR, XRD. 

vi). Fundamental understanding of the interaction between the electrolyte and the high voltage 

electrode. 
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Chapter 2. Fluorinated Electrolytes for 5-V Li-ion Chemistry: Probing Voltage Stability of 

Electrolytes with Electrochemical Floating Test 

 

 

Abstract 

A series of electrolyte formulations containing fluorinated cyclic carbonates and fluorinated 

linear carbonates with LiPF6 has been evaluated as electrolyte solvents for high-voltage Li-ion 

batteries. The anodic stability of the new electrolytes on fully charged spinel LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 

(LNMO) cathode was examined by electrochemical floating tests. The effects of fluorine 

substitution on the cyclic and linear carbonate, ratio of cyclic vs. linear carbonate, and LiPF6 

concentration on the electrolyte oxidation stability were investigated. Based on this study, the 

floating test proved to be an effective tool for identification of stable electrolyte materials.   

 

Keywords: Fluorinated electrolyte; oxidation stability; electrochemical floating test; 5-V 

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 cathode; high voltage lithium-ion batteries 

 

2.1  Introduction 

High-energy lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries that operate at high voltage have been attracting 

considerable attention because of their potential application in electric vehicles 
1
. To increase the 

energy density of Li-ion batteries, researchers have developed high capacity cathodes such as the 

lithium-rich “layered-layered” composite  xLi2MnO3•(1-x)LiMO2 (M=Ni, Co, Mn) 
2
 and high 

voltage cathodes such as the spinel LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) 
3-4

 and LiCoPO4 
5
. Of these, the 
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high-voltage spinel LNMO is particularly popular. While providing high energy density, such 

high voltage cathodes impose a strongly oxidative environment on the organic electrolyte during 

charging, resulting in rapid decomposition of conventional electrolytes 
6-7

. To accommodate 

these high voltage cathodes, a lot of novel electrolyte systems based on fluorinated carbonates 
8-9

, 

sulfones 
10-11

, nitriles 
12

, and ionic liquids 
13

 have been proposed. Because of the large number of 

candidates for high-voltage electrolyte solvents, screening the voltage stability of each solvent 

would be very labor-intensive. Traditional methods of measuring the oxidation potential of 

organic solvents usually involves linear/cyclic voltammetry using an inert electrode such as 

platinum and glassy carbon. However, such measurements are in many cases misleading, 

because interactions of these organic solvents with actual electrode materials are usually more 

complicated and may happen at a much lower potential due to the catalytic effect of the cathode 

material lowering the kinetic barrier of oxidation. Unfortunately, using active cathode material to 

run voltammetry measurement has a drawback in that the material itself is redox active and can 

interfere with the observation of electrolyte oxidation. Thus, developing a fast and effective 

method to screen the voltage stability of electrolyte solvents on actual cathode materials is of 

vital importance.  

Herein, we report a method using constant potential electrolysis with a slightly overcharged 

LNMO cathode as the working electrode, abbreviated as an “electrochemical floating test”, 

where the cell potential is allowed to “float” at different values to evaluate the voltage stability of 

the electrolyte. For an ideal electrolyte with no impurities and no oxidation at the working 

electrode, the only current observed when a potential is applied is the capacitance current, which 

should decline to zero when the equilibrium is reached. However, in reality, the electrolytes are 

oxidized, and the current intensity measured corresponds to the severity of oxidation. As a result, 
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the leakage currents of each electrolyte at different potentials can be compared to produce a 

voltage stability profile of a given solvent. The effect of different ratios of mixed solvents and 

lithium salt concentrations can also be probed.  

 

2.2. Material and methods 

2.2.1. Theoretical calculations 

The Gaussian 09 code was used for all calculations 
14

. Oxidation and reduction potentials were 

calculated by optimizing the geometries of the neutral and ionic species at the B3LYP/6-31G* 

level, followed by frequency calculations to determine gas-phase free energies. Solvation effects 

were taken into account by using a single-point B3LYP/6-31+G* PCM calculation with the 

default (water) solvent and a dielectric constant of 55.725, representing an electrolyte composed 

of 25% ethylene carbonate (EC), 25% ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC), and 50% propylene 

carbonate (PC). Finally, basis set effects were taken into account with a single-point B3LYP/6-

311+G(3df,2p) calculation. From these results, the total free energy of each species was 

calculated as electronic energy plus gas-phase free energy plus solvation free energy. The free 

energies of the neutral and ionic species were then subtracted to obtain an absolute free energy 

difference. During this process the electron affinity (reduction potential) or ionization potential 

(oxidation potential) was calculated. Absolute free energy changes were converted to standard 

hydrogen electrode potentials by subtracting 4.5 V and then to Li
+
/Li potentials by adding 3.04 V. 

Further details on reduction potential calculations can be found in Ref. 
15

 and on oxidation 

potentials in Ref. 
8
. 
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2.2.2. Synthesis of fluorinated solvents 

2.2.2.1. Fluorinated cyclic carbonate. Fluorinated cyclic carbonates such as tetrafluoropropyl-

propylene carbonate-ether (TFP-PC-E) were synthesized along with corresponding fluorinated 

epoxides and carbon dioxide (CO2 gas) according to a procedure in the literature 
16

. In a typical 

procedure for TFP-PC-E, glycidyl 2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether (Sigma-Aldrich, 7.52 g, 40 

mmol, 1 equiv) and methyltriphenylphosphonium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.812 g, 2 mmol, 5 

mol%) were dissolved in 8 mL of 1-methoxy-2-propanol and stirred at room temperature under a 

CO2 atmosphere (1 atm). The reaction mixture was stirred at ambient condition for 4 days, until 

the conversion reached 96%, as detected by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. The 

reaction solvent was then removed by a rotary evaporator. The crude product was dried over 4 Å 

molecular sieves, decanted, and purified by fractional distillation under reduced pressure. Pure 

product (99.8% by gas chromatography) was obtained as fractions (90-100 °C/0.2 mm Hg) with 

an isolated yield of 37% and 10 ppm water content as measured by Karl-Fischer titration. 

Fractions containing trace amounts (<0.5%) of starting materials were combined for further 

purification.  

 

2.2.2.2. Asymmetric fluorinated linear carbonate. The asymmetric fluorinated linear carbonates 

were synthesized from the corresponding fluorinated alcohols with methyl or ethyl 

chloroformate following a procedure in the literature 
17

. In a typical procedure for trifluoroethyl 

methyl carbonate (F-EMC), 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 50.02 g, 0.5 mol, 1 equiv), 

triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 55.65 g, 0.55 mol, 1.1 equiv),  and 4-dimethylaminopyridine 

(Sigma-Aldrich, 0.61 g, 5 mmol, 1% mol) were mixed together in a round-bottom flask and 
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cooled to 0 °C. Methyl chloroformate (Sigma-Aldrich, 47.25 g, 0.5 mol, 1 equiv) was added into 

the mixture dropwise via a syringe pump over the course of 6 h. The mixture was then allowed to 

warm up to ambient temperature and stirred for 24 h. The reaction was then quenched with 1N 

HCl solution, and the product was washed further with HCl and then brine solution. After being 

dried with 4 Å molecular sieves, the crude product was fractional distilled twice to obtain pure 

product (99.7% by gas chromatography) with an isolated yield of 50% and 15 ppm water content 

as measured by Karl-Fischer titration.  

 

2.2.2.3. Symmetric fluorinated linear carbonate. The symmetric fluorinated linear carbonates 

were synthesized from the corresponding fluorinated alcohols with triphosgene. In a typical 

procedure for di-trifluoroethyl carbonate (HF-DEC), 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (18.5 g, 0.185 mol, 

6.17 equiv), triethylamine (20.2 g, 0.2 mol, 6.67 equiv),  and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (Sigma-

Aldrich, 36 mg, 0.3 mmol, 1% mol) were mixed together in a round-bottom flask and cooled to 

0 °C. A solution of triphosgene (8.9 g, 0.03 mol, 1 equiv) in CH2Cl2 was added into the mixture 

dropwise via a syringe pump over the course of 8 h. The mixture was then allowed to warm up to 

ambient temperature and stirred for 48 h. The reaction was then quenched with 1N HCl, and the 

product was extracted with CH2Cl2 and washed further with HCl and then with brine solution. 

The crude product was distilled to remove CH2Cl2, dried with 4 Å molecular sieves, and then 

fractional distilled twice to afford the pure product (99.1% by gas chromatography) with an 

isolated yield of 39% and 15 ppm water content as measured by Karl-Fischer titration. 

 

2.2.3. Electrode and electrochemical floating test 
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The cathode was made of 84 wt% LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO), 8 wt% Super P-Li, and 8 wt% 

Solvey 5130 polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder coated on aluminum foil. The active 

material loading averaged 12.5 mg cm
-2

. The graphite anode was made of 89.8 wt% Conoco 

Phillips CGP-A12, 4 wt% Super P-Li, 6 wt% Kureha 9300 PVDF binder, and 0.2 wt% oxalic 

acid coated on copper foil. The active material loading averaged 5.3 mg cm
-2

.  

 

The electrochemical floating test used 2032 coin cells with LNMO as the cathode, Li metal as 

the anode, and microporous polypropylene/polyethylene/polypropylene (PP/PE/PP) as the 

separator. The effective electrode area was 1.6 cm
2
. The LNMO/Li cell was charged to 4.9 V at a 

rate of C/13 and then maintained at 4.9 V, 5.0 V, 5.1 V, and 5.2 V for 10 h with the current 

monitored by Maccor battery and cell testing equipment. 

 

The charge-discharge cycling performance was determined with 2032 coin cells having LNMO 

as the cathode, graphite as the anode, and microporous PP/PE/PP as the separator. The effective 

electrode area was 1.6 cm
2
. A two-cycle formation was performed with a rate of C/10 between 

3.5 and 4.9 V, followed by  50 cycles at a rate of C/3 (0.67 mA) between 3.5  and 4.9 V.  

 

2.3. Results and discussion 

We previously used the electrochemical floating test to compare the voltage stability of different 

fluorinated electrolyte formulations, and the results corresponded well with cell test data using 

LNMO and Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as electrodes (8). However, we did not conduct a systematic study 
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with this method because we did not have a variety of fluorinated solvents to screen at the time. 

In this study, three fluorinated cyclic carbonates (FEC, TFPC, and TFP-PC-E) and three 

fluorinated linear carbonates (F-EMC, HF-DEC and TF-DEC) were screened in comparison with 

their non-fluorinated counterparts (EC and DMC for voltage stability. The structures of all the 

solvents tested are depicted in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Fluorinated cyclic and linear carbonates and their non-fluorinated counterparts used in 

the electrochemical floating test. 

Cyclic carbonate 

OO

O

 
OO

O

F  

OO

O

F3C  

OO

O

O C
F2

CF2H

 

  

  EC FEC  TFPC TFP-PC-E   

Linear carbonate 

O O

O

 
 

O O

O

CF3  O O

O

CF3F3C  O O

O

CF3  
 

  DMC     F-EMC         HF-DEC      TF-DEC      

Note: EC = ethylene carbonate; FEC = fluoroethylene carbonate; TFPC = trifluoropropylene 

carbonate; TFP-PC-E = tetrafluoropropyl-propylene carbonate-ether; DMC = dimethyl carbonate; 

F-EMC = trifluoroethyl methyl carbonate; HF-DEC = di-trifluoroethyl carbonate; TF-DEC = 

ethyl trifluoroethyl carbonate. 

 

Table 2.2. Oxidation and reduction potentials of the solvents in Table 2.1 calculated by DFT 

computation. 
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Molecular Structure 

Oxidation 

Potential (Pox/V) 

Oxidation Potential with Anion Effect (Pox/V) 

O O

O

 

(DMC) 6.71 

7.06 (PF6
-
), 6.07 (PF6

-
, transfer H);  

5.93, 5.78 (TFSI
-
), 5.16 (TFSI

-
, transfer H) 

O O

O

CF3  

(F-EMC) 7.10  

6.26 (PF6, HF forms spontaneously); 

5.79 (TFSI
-
) 

O O

O

CF3  

(TF-DEC) 6.89 

7.10 (PF6
-
), 6.04 (PF6

-
, HF forms spontaneously); 

6.01, 5.83, 5.81, 5.74 (TFSI
-
), 5.17 (TFSI

-
, transfer 

H) 

O O

O

CF3F3C  

(HF-DEC) 7.25  

 

7.35 (PF6
-
) 

O

O

O

CF3  

(TFPC) 7.30 

6.21 (PF6
-
); 

5.33, 5.44, 5.87 (TFSI
-
) 

O

O

O

F  

(FEC) 7.24  

6.44 (PF6
-
); 

5.80 (TFSI
-
) 
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OO

O

 

(EC) 6.95 

6.17 (PF6
-
, HF forms spontaneously); 5.83 (TFSI

-

), 5.04 (transfer H) 

O
F2
C

CHF2

O

O

O

 

(TFP-PC-E) 6.24 

6.05 (PF6
-
); 

5.90, 5.19, 5.22 (TFSI
-
) 

 

To provide a theoretical guideline, we conducted a computational study of the synthesized 

solvents listed in Table 2.1. The oxidation and reduction potentials calculated by density 

functional theory (DFT) are summarized in Table 2.2. Based on the calculated results, the 

theoretical oxidative stabilities of the cyclic carbonates are in the order TFPC >FEC > EC >> 

TFP-PC-E, while the linear carbonates are in the order HF-DEC > F-EMC > TF-DEC > DMC, if 

only the ease of electron abstraction is considered.  

 

The oxidation potentials of solvent/salt anion complexes were also calculated. The geometries of 

several solvent/PF6
-
 anion complexes were optimized and then re-optimized as neutral doublets 

in the oxidized state. In most cases, hydrogen fluoride (HF) formed spontaneously upon 

oxidation of the neutral state. In two cases, HF did not form (DMC and HF-DEC), but the 

reaction products involved transferring a hydrogen to a fluorine and resulted in lower energy 

structures. A similar decomposition reaction upon oxidation resulting in HF was also noted by 

Borodin et al. 
18

. In all cases, the interaction of the solvent with PF6
- 

lowers the oxidation 
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potential of the solvent, and due to the different interaction between the solvent and PF6
-
, the 

oxidation stability of the cyclic carbonates are in the order of FEC > TFPC ~ EC > TFP-PC-E, 

and the linear carbonates are in the order of HF-DEC > F-EMC > DMC ~ TF-DEC. The 

oxidation potentials of solvent/TFSI
-
 complexes were also calculated. In the case of the cyclic 

TFP-PC-E solvent, a hydrogen transfers to the nitrogen of TFSI spontaneously. In other cyclic 

solvent/TFSI
-
 complexes, the reaction energies for products with hydrogen transferred to the 

nitrogen of TFSI after oxidation were favorable, and the oxidation potential decreased. Oxidation 

potentials of cyclic solvent/TFSI
-
 complexes are lower than those of solvent/PF6

-
 complexes 

because TFSI
-
 itself has a lower oxidation potential than PF6

-
. Borodin et al. 

18
 calculated the 

oxidation potentials as 5.78 V for TFSI
-
 and 8.58 V for PF6

-
.  

 

With the theoretical predictions in hand, we next examined the oxidative stabilities of these 

solvents experimentally. To compare the voltage stability of different solvents in a simple 

manner, we used a binary solvent system with 1:1 ratio of a cyclic carbonate and a linear 

carbonate. To minimize the lithium salt solubility issue that may arise with certain highly 

fluorinated solvents, a relatively low salt concentration of 0.5 M LiPF6 was employed for all the 

electrolyte formulations. 

 

To begin, we selected the linear carbonate F-EMC as the fixed component and mixed it with 

different cyclic carbonates (EC, TFPC, FEC, and TFP-PC-E) to evaluate the voltage stability of 

the resulting mixtures. The solvent F-EMC was chosen since it has shown relatively good 

stability against the LNMO cathode 
9, 19

. The floating tests were carried out at room temperature 
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first, and the results are given in Figure 2.1a. Interestingly, all four cyclic carbonates showed 

similar levels of stability and overcharge tolerance at RT. The only different feature is that EC 

has higher leakage current at low potentials and TFP-PC-E has a less steep current drop at 4.9 V 

than the other three cyclic carbonates, possibly due to the polarization effect of the electrolyte on 

the LNMO cathode material. When the potential initially reached 4.9 V, the cathode might not be 

fully charged yet in the case of TFP-PC-E electrolyte due to high polarization, so the charging 

current dropped more slowly than that of the other electrolytes at the first constant voltage (CV) 

charging step. Such behavior can be eliminated by raising the temperature to improve the 

kinetics. When the temperature was raised to 55 ºC, the voltage stability between the cyclic 

carbonates became clearly differentiated (Figure 2.1b), and the stability follows the order FEC > 

TFPC > EC > TFP-PC-E, the same order as predicted from the quantum chemistry calculations 

considering the anion effect of PF6
- 

(Table 2.2). As can be seen from Figure 2.1b, FEC is 

insensitive to overcharge until 5.2 V vs. Li
+
/Li, but the other three cyclic carbonates show 

different degrees of increment in the leakage current starting from 5.0 V vs. Li
+
/Li, with TFP-

PC-E exhibiting the most dramatic change. For TFP-PC-E, although there is an electron-

withdrawing tetrafluoroethyl group at the far end of the molecule, a -CH2-O-CH2- link separates 

the F-alkyl from the carbonate ring; therefore, the electron-withdrawing effect is minimized. The 

-CH2-O-CH2- group actually acts as an electron-donating group, which lowers the oxidation 

potential of the carbonate ring. Moreover, the ether linkage -CH2-O-CH2- itself is vulnerable to 

oxidation as well. 
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Figure 2.1. Floating test of 0.5 M LiPF6 salt and F-EMC solvent mixed with EC, TFPC, FEC, 

and TFP-PC-E at 1:1 ratio (a) RT and (b) 55 ºC. 

 

With FEC being the most anodically stable among the cyclic carbonates tested, we moved on to 

use it as the fixed component and tested it with DMC and the three fluorinated linear carbonates 

listed in Table 2.1. The results are shown in Figure 2.2. Unlike the cyclic carbonate, the linear 

carbonates were able to differentiate their oxidation stability quite well at RT when the potential 

was charged beyond 5.0 V vs. Li
+
/Li. The fluorinated linear carbonates clearly showed an 

advantage over DMC at higher potentials, with HF-DEC being the most stable and F-EMC, TF-

DEC having similar level of stability, which agree with theoretical predication. 
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Figure 2.2. Floating test at RT of 0.5 M LiPF6 salt and FEC solvent mixed with DMC, F-EMC, 

HF-DEC, and TF-DEC at 1:1 ratio and  with F-MiPC/F-EPE at 2:1:1 ratio: (a) same current 

range as in Figure 2.1 and (b) low current region (below 0.03 mA).  

 

We also investigated the effect of cyclic carbonate/linear carbonate ratio on the stability of the 

electrolyte.  Due to poorer salt solubility of LiPF6 in the fluorinated linear carbonates, we 

selected DMC as the linear carbonate with FEC as the cyclic carbonate for this study. We mixed 

FEC and DMC at ratios of 9:1 to 1:9 in 10% increments of DMC, with 0.5 M LiPF6 

concentration. Unlike the previous tests, we employed glass fiber as the separator because the 

formulated electrolyte does not wet the PP/PE/PP separator when the FEC content is more than 

50%. To make the comparison between different FEC concentrations more straightforward, we 

measured the current intensity at the end of each 10 hours of holding at different potentials and 

plotted these current intensities against the content of FEC in the electrolyte (Figure 2.3). The 
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resulting data in Figure 2.3 indicate that at lower potentials such as 4.9 V, the current intensities 

are not very sensitive to the FEC concentration. They only show a mild decline as the FEC 

concentration increases. This is an indication that both solvents are probably relatively stable at 

this potential. At higher potentials, the current intensities show much more dramatic decline over 

increasing FEC concentration. This finding indicates that DMC is more prone to oxidation than 

FEC, and its oxidation is greatly accelerated when the potential is greater than 5.1 V.  Comparing 

the trend of current intensities at different FEC concentrations for all four potentials tested, the 

current intensities show that with more FEC, the electrolytes become more stable against 

oxidation, but the beneficial effect is not as dramatic after the concentration of cyclic carbonate 

is over 50%. This concludes that the cyclic carbonate FEC is more stable than the linear 

carbonate DMC, which again agrees with theoretical prediction. While considering the oxidation 

stability in formulating a new electrolyte, of course, practical concerns such as wettability of the 

separator and electrode also need to be considered. 
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Figure 2.3. Current intensities of floating test using solvent of FEC mixed with DMC at 1:9 to 

9:1 ratio and salt of 0.5 M LiPF6. The current intensities are taken at the end of 10-hour holding 

at potentials of 4.9 V, 5.0 V, 5.1 V, and 5.2 V.  

 

We also studied the effect of salt concentration on the oxidation stability of the electrolyte. In 

this case, we chose FEC/DMC (1:1 ratio) as the fixed solvent base and varied the LiPF6 

concentration from 0.5 to 1.25 M in 0.25 M increments. The current intensities were determined 

in the same way as for the experiment shown in Figure 2.3, and the results are summarized in 

Figure 2.4. At lower potentials (4.9 and 5.0 V), the data follow the trend that the higher the salt 

concentration, the higher the stability of the electrolyte towards oxidation; at higher potentials 

(5.1 and 5.2 V) the results do not follow this pattern. It is more likely that salt concentration does 

not have a significant direct impact on the voltage stability of electrolyte at least in dilute 

electrolyte solutions, and the chosen solvent plays a dominant role. Extremely high salt 
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concentrations may dramatically enhance the oxidation stability of the electrolyte 
20

, but it is 

beyond the scope of this study. 
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Figure 2.4. Current intensities of floating test using solvent of FEC mixed with DMC at 1:1 ratio 

and salt of LiPF6 with concentrations from 0.5 M to 1.25 M. The current intensities are taken at 

the end of each 10-hour holding at each potential. 

 

2.4. Conclusion 

Electrochemical floating tests have been used as an evaluation tool for the voltage stability of 

electrolyte solvents. Of the cyclic carbonates screened, FEC is the most stable solvent, followed 

by TFPC, EC, and TFP-PC-E. The differences of voltage stability are much more pronounced at 

elevated temperature than at RT. For the linear carbonates, HF-DEC is the most stable, followed 

by F-EMC, TF-DEC and DMC. Mixtures of FEC and DMC in various ratios demonstrated that 

FEC is the more stable component in the binary formulations of FEC/DMC, although the 

beneficial effect is insignificant after the concentration of cyclic carbonate is increased over 50%, 
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and wetting issue begins to arise. Testing of various salt concentrations did not result in great 

variation of the electrolyte stability, implying that the effect of the salt on the electrolyte voltage 

stability is minimal in dilute electrolytes.  
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Chapter 3. The Impact of Different Substituents in Fluorinated Cyclic Carbonates in the 

Performance of High Voltage Lithium-ion Battery Electrolyte 

 

Abstract 

Ethylene carbonate (EC) has been used as the Solid-Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) former in the 

conventional electrolyte for decades. However, both EC and other linear carbonates in the 

commercial electrolyte suffer from the low oxidation potential, which may lead to severe 

capacity decay during cycling under high voltage operation. As a result, finding a viable 

electrolyte with high anodic stability and the ability to form robust SEI for the next-generation 

high voltage lithium-ion batteries is of primary importance. In this study, a series of electrolytes 

containing various fluorinated cyclic carbonates as the anode SEI former with trifluoroethyl 

methyl carbonate (F-EMC) and LiPF6 have been designed, synthesized and evaluated. The effect 

of fluorinated substitution groups on the cyclic carbonate on the electrolyte oxidation stability 

was examined by a 3-electrode cell with Pt as the working electrode. .  Based on the cycling 

performance of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523)/ graphite 4.6V full cells, the electrolyte with 

DFEC/FEMC (1.0M LiPF6) inhibits the oxidation side reaction on the cathode and forms a 

vigorous SEI on the anode. The high voltage NCM523/Graphite cell utilizing the novel 

electrolyte exhibits excellent cycling durability under both room and evaluated (55 ̊C) 

temperature. SEM was employed to study the morphology and elemental change on the 

interfaces. XRD was used to quantify and compare the loss of active lithium and the change of 

crystal parameter of NCM523. 
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Keywords: Cyclic fluorinated electrolyte; fluorinated substituents; oxidation stability; 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 cathode; high voltage lithium-ion batteries 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The development of lithium-ion batteries with high energy and power density is essential for the 

massive commercialization of electric vehicles. Therefore, new cathode materials with good 

thermostability, elevated operating voltages (4.6 V vs. Li
+
/Li) 

1-2
 and improved specific capacity 

3
have been developed. After the first lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide, LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 

(NCM333), was synthesized by Ohzuku's group in 2000, 
4
 extensive research on the 

development and improvement of new Ni-rich layered LiNixCoyMnzO2 materials has been 

conducted
4-13

. Among these cathode materials, LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (known as NCM523) has 

attracted much attention due to its excellent thermostability and electrochemical performance, as 

well as high specific capacity. 
7, 12, 14-16

 However, the high temperature and high voltage (> 4.6 V 

vs. Li
+
/Li) instability of the state-of-the-art electrolyte, which contains 1.2 M lithium 

hexafluorophosophate (LiPF6) dissolved in a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl 

carbonate (DMC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC), hinders the extensive application of these new 

cathode materials. 
17,18

 Several explanations for performance deterioration in conventional 

electrolyte have been suggested, including: (i) the low anodic stability of EC may lead to its 

continuous oxidation on the cathode surface, causing gassing and impedance issues. (ii) The 

regular carbonates, EC/EMC/DMC, show poor thermostability and limit the high temperature 

performance of the battery.  
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Conventionally, EC is considered to be an essential electrolyte component for Li-ion batteries to 

form a kinetic barrier passivating the graphite surface.
19

 As a result, it is essential to design a 

new EC free electrolyte with promising anodic stability and thermostability.  Researchers have 

been actively exploring new SEI former with elevated voltage stability 
20,21-22

 . Xia et al recently 

showed that the removal of EC from carbonated based electrolytes enable a good high voltage 

stability 
19, 23

. Zhang et al. 
20, 24

 proposed a fluorinated electrolyte consisting of a mixture of 

fluorinated carbonates with a fluorinated ether for 5 V operation of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 spinel 

cathode coupled with lithium titanate anode. 

 

Among those studies, the superior anodic stability of fluorinated carbonates makes them highly 

promising candidates for high voltage electrolytes. The fluorinated substitution group typically 

makes molecule more resistant to anodic decomposition by increasing their oxidation potential 

due to its electron withdrawing effect. Moreover, most of the cyclic fluorinated carbonate can 

form a good kinetic barrier on the graphite anode to enable the long term cycling
25

. However, the 

role of this substitution in the fluorinated cyclic carbonates has not yet been systematically 

studied in detail. 

 

In this work, fluorinated cyclic carbonates with different substituents including fluoroethylene 

carbonate (FEC), difluoroethylene carbonate (DFEC), trifluoropropylene carbonate (TFPC), 4-

((2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropoxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (HFEEC) and 4-(2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,5-

nonafluoropentyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (NFPEC) were designed, synthesized and evaluated. The 

performance of graphite/LiNi0.5Co0.2 Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) full cell using electrolyte containing 
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various fluorinated cyclic carbonates with FEMC and LiPF6 salt was evaluated. All of the 

fluorinated cyclic carbonates were used in an attempt to form superior solid electrolyte 

interphases (SEI). Moreover, the superior properties of fluorinated cyclic carbonate based 

electrolyte over EC based electrolyte under high operation voltage on both room temperature and 

high temperature, 55
o
C were also presented. 

 

3.2 Experimental 

All measurements were carried out at 30 
o
C in an inert atmosphere and 55

 o
C evaluated 

temperature. Electrochemical cycling stability was evaluated using 2032 coin cells. The cathode 

was composed of 90 wt% LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2, 5 wt% C45 carbon black, and 5 wt% Solvay 5130 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder coated on aluminum foil. The active material loading 

was 9.15 mg/cm
2
. The graphite anode consisted of 89.8 wt% ConocoPhillips CGPA12, 4 wt% 

Super P-Li, 6 wt% Kureha 9300 PVDF binder, and 0.2 wt% oxalic acid that were coated on 

copper foil. The active material loading was 5.3 mg/cm
2
. Celgard 2325 was used as the separator. 

The effective diameters of the cathode, anode and separator were 14, 15, and 16 mm, 

respectively. Gen2 electrolyte containing 1.2 M LiPF6 in 3:7 wt/wt mixture of ethylene carbonate 

(EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) was used as the “baseline” electrolyte. 

 

3.2.1 Fluorinated cyclic carbonates. Fluorinated cyclic carbonates such as tetrafluoropropyl-

propylene carbonate-ether (TFP-PC-E) were synthesized along with corresponding fluorinated 

epoxides and carbon dioxide (CO2 gas) according to a procedure in the literature 
26

. In a typical 

procedure for TFP-PC-E, glycidyl 2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether (Sigma-Aldrich, 7.52 g, 40 

mmol, 1 equiv) and methyltriphenylphosphonium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.812 g, 2 mmol, 5 
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mol%) were dissolved in 8 mL of 1-methoxy-2-propanol and stirred at room temperature under a 

CO2 atmosphere (1 atm). The reaction mixture was stirred at ambient condition for 4 days, until 

the conversion reached 96%, as detected by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. The 

reaction solvent was then removed by a rotary evaporator. The crude product was dried over 4 Å 

molecular sieves, decanted, and purified by fractional distillation under reduced pressure. Pure 

product (99.8% by gas chromatography) was obtained as fractions (90-100 °C/0.2 mm Hg) with 

an isolated yield of 37% and 10 ppm water content as measured by Karl-Fischer titration. 

Fractions containing trace amounts (<0.5%) of starting materials were combined for further 

purification.  

3.2.2 Trifluoroethyl methyl carbonate (F-EMC). The asymmetric fluorinated linear carbonates 

were synthesized from the corresponding fluorinated alcohols with methyl chloroformate 

following a procedure in the literature 
27

. 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 50.02 g, 0.5 mol, 

1 equiv), triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 55.65 g, 0.55 mol, 1.1 equiv),  and 4-

dimethylaminopyridine (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.61 g, 5 mmol, 1% mol) were mixed together in a 

round-bottom flask and cooled to 0 °C. Methyl chloroformate (Sigma-Aldrich, 47.25 g, 0.5 mol, 

1 equiv) was added into the mixture dropwise via a syringe pump over the course of 6 h. The 

mixture was then allowed to warm up to ambient temperature and stirred for 24 h. The reaction 

was then quenched with 1N HCl solution, and the product was washed further with HCl and then 

brine solution. After being dried with 4 Å molecular sieves, the crude product was fractional 

distilled twice to obtain pure product (99.7% by gas chromatography) with an isolated yield of 

50% and 15 ppm water content as measured by Karl-Fischer titration.  
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3.2.3 Electrochemical testing Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling was conducted between 4.6 

and 3.0 V cutoff voltages at C/3 rate following the two initial (“formation”) cycles carried out at 

C/10 rate. Cell voltage profiles and capacity were recorded using a MACCOR Electrochemical 

Analyzer (MIMSclient). The impedance spectra were obtained using a Solartron analyzer 

operated between 0.01 Hz and 1 MHz with the amplitude of 10 mV. Linear sweep voltammetry 

was performed using a Bio-Logic VMP3 station in a three-electrode configuration with Pt 

electrode (8 mm in diameter) as a working electrode and lithium metal as counter and reference 

electrodes; the scan rate was 10 mV/s. 

 

3.2.4 Post analysis The cycled cells were disassembled in an argon-filled glovebox. The 

electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with anhydrous dimethyl carbonate and dried in a vacuum 

oven. The morphologies of the harvested electrodes were examined with scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S-4700-II microscope in the Electron Microscopy Center of 

Argonne National Laboratory. Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction (SXRD) was performed to 

quantify the structure and compositions of electrode materials at beamline 11 ID D at Advanced 

Photon Source (APS) at ANL using X-ray wavelength of 0.7998 Å.  Samples were attached to 

Kapton® tapes and measured in transmission mode.  A PerkinElmer® amorphous silicon flat 

panel detector was used to collect two-dimensional XRD data. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Oxidative Stability 

To determine the oxidation stability of different fluorinated cyclic carbonates shown in Figure3.1, 

linear sweep voltammetry measurements were performed under room temperature and the results 

are displayed in Figure3.2. To begin, linear carbonate F-EMC and LiPF6 were selected as the co-

solvent and lithium salt respectively, because of their high anodic stability. The oxidation 

potential of the electrolytes containing different fluorinated cyclic carbonates (FEC, DFEC, 

TFPC, HFEEC and NFPEC) with FEMC and LiPF6 was evaluated by linear sweep 

voltammetry.  . For the baseline EC/EMC electrolyte, the anodic current increases drastically at 

6.5 V, indicating the onset of solvent decomposition. Besides HFEEC, most of fluorinated cyclic 

carbonate based electrolytes showed higher voltage stability than the baseline electrolyte and the 

anodic stability follows the order NFPEC > DFEC > FEC > TFPC > EC > HFEEC, the same 

order as predicted from the quantum chemistry calculations considering the anion effect of PF6
- 

we proposed before
28

. For HFEEC, although there is an electron-withdrawing tetrafluoroethyl 

group at the far end of the molecule, a -CH2-O-CH2- link separates the F-alkyl group from the 

carbonate ring; therefore, the electron-withdrawing effect is minimized. Moreover, the ether 

linkage -CH2-O-CH2- itself is vulnerable to oxidation as well. 
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Figure3.1. Chemical structures for different cyclic carbonates. 
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 Figure3.2. Linear oxidation sweep voltammogram of baseline electrolyte and fluorinated 

electrolytes containing different cyclic carbonates. 

 

3.3.2 Conductivity  

Conductivity is one of the most important properties of electrolyte because it affect the rate 

performance of the cell
29-30

. Together with the liquid range, conductivity also affects the 

evaluated temperature performance. Compared with SOA electrolyte, fluorinated electrolytes 

generally have lower conductivity depending on the degree of fluorination 
2, 17

. Even with this 

negative effect, the conductivity of most fluorinated electrolyte is still within the same order of 

magnitude of the conductivity of SOA electrolyte.  Figure3.3 shows the ionic conductivity of the 

cyclic fluorinated carbonate based formulations as a function of temperature. The conductivity 

increased simultaneously with increasing temperature in the whole investigated temperature 

range. The fluorinated electrolytes containing FEC shows the highest ionic conductivity and the 

electrolyte comprising HFEEC or NFPEC shows relatively low ionic conductivity due to the 
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long fluorinated substituents and high viscosity. Meanwhile, DFEC or TFPC based electrolyte 

exhibits intermediate conductivity. 

The temperature dependence of the conductivity also shows a typical non-Arrhenius behavior of 

liquid electrolytes and is well described by the VTF (Vogel–Tamman–Fulcher) function 
31-32

. The 

applicability of the VFT function to the conductivity data also illustrates the close relationship 

between the conductivity and the viscosity of electrolytes. 

𝑙𝑛𝜎 = 𝑙𝑛𝜎0 +
−𝐵

𝑇 − 𝑇0
 

In the VTF equation, 𝜎0  is the pre-exponential factor, 𝑇0  represent the glass transition 

temperature, and T is the absolute temperature. B is related to the activation energy of ion 

transport associated with the configurational entropy of the electrolyte. The fitted VTF equation 

results are shown in table 3.1. The electrolyte containing HFEEC shows the highest activation 

energy of ion transport while the DFEC based electrolyte is the lowest. 
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Figure3.3 Conductivity measurement of different fluorinated electrolytes (1.0 M LiPF6). 

Table 3.1: Fitted VFT Empirical equation results 

Electrolyte (1M LiPF6) B (K) 𝝈0     (mS/cm) T0 (K) 

FEC:FEMC 3:7 317 59.7 177 

DFEC:FEMC 3:7 226 19.5 183 

TFPC:FEMC 3:7 251 27.8 186 

HFEEC:FEMC 3:7 517 54.4 161 

NFPEC:FEMC 3:7 388 42.8 181 
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3.3.3 NCM523/graphite cell performance 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells were subjected to charge-discharge cycling at a rate of C/3 

with the cutoff voltage between 4.6 V and 3.0 V. The first 25 cycles were tested under room 

temperature. To test the thermostability of different electrolytes, from the 26th to 50th cycle, the 

cell were put into a 55 ̊C oven. Figure3.4a and b presents the cycling performance of these cells. 

3.2 concludes the cell cycling performance detail in different electrolyte. For the baseline cell under 

room temperature, the initial charge and discharge capacities are 246 and 211 mAh/g, 

respectively (that corresponds to 85.7% Coulombic efficiency). The capacity retention is 84.5% 

after 25 room temperature cycles, and the Coulombic efficiency (CE) is maintained at 99.4% 

over 25 cycles. All of the cells cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte showed a lower 1
st
 cycle CE 

compared with the baseline electrolyte, which follows the order HFEEC > NFPC > DFEC > 

FEC > TFPC.  It is well known that SEI formation on graphite electrode leads to loss of Li
+
 

inventory causing the decrease in initial capacity. For the fluorinated cyclic carbonate based 

electrolytes, more active Li
+
 ion might be consumed to form the SEI layer on the graphite 

surface during the first cycle because of the reductive reaction of the C-F bond. Furthermore, the 

formation of LiF on the electrode surface may increase the anode impedance at the same time. 

Under room temperature, TFPC, FEC and DFEC based electrolytes show similar capacity 

retention. Moreover, due to superior anodic stability, FEC and DFEC based electrolytes show 

higher CE than the baseline electrolyte. For the cell cycled with HFEEC based electrolyte, a low 

1
st
 cycle CE and high resistance surface lead to the dramatic capacity fade even at room 

temperature. For the cell cycled with NFPEC based electrolyte, due to the low anodic stability of 

NFPEC, it displays poor capacity retention and low CE.  
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It is well known that oxidative decomposition of organic solvents on the cathode surface causes 

the active lithium loss in the closed circuit 
33

. This process depletes the lithium salt and changes 

the bulk properties of the electrolyte and will be accelerated under high temperature. As a result, 

both the Coulombic efficiency and capacity retention under high temperature cycling is always 

worse than those under room temperature cycling. However, the high temperature performance 

of LIBs is extremely important for the hybrid vehicles application. Unlike the room temperature 

performance, when the temperature was raised to 55 ºC, the difference between fluorinated 

electrolytes containing TFPC, FEC or DFEC based electrolytes and the baseline electrolyte 

became clearly differentiated. The cell containing DFEC as the SEI former exhibits the highest 

Coulombic efficiency and the best capacity retention. Presumably, the electrolyte decomposition 

is suppressed due to the high oxidation potential of DFEC, and DFEC can form a good 

passivation SEI on the graphite anode, rendering the best electrochemical performance of the cell 

using DFEC based electrolyte. 
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Figure3.4. Electrochemical performance of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells containing 

different electrolytes under room/evaluate temperature. Panel (a) capacity retention and 

(b)Coulombic efficiency for these cells as a function of the cycle number. 
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Table 3.2. Data associated with Figure3.4 (NCM523/Graphite, 3.0–4.6 V, 30◦C+55◦C) showing 

1st cycle’s coulombic efficiency (1st CE), 1st cycle’s discharge capacity (1st DC), Capacity 

retention after 25 room temperature cycles (CR-RT) and Capacity retention after 25 55◦C cycles  

(CR-HT) of the various electrolytes.   

 

Electrolyte 1st CE 1st DC (mAh/g) CR-RT CR-HT 

EC/EMC 1.2M LiPF6 85.72 % 211.1 89% 73.9% 

FEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 82.96 % 206.6 89.9% 84.6% 

DFEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 80.61 % 196.9 92.6% 91.3% 

TFPC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 83.81 % 214.6 90.6% 73.3% 

HFEEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 73.38 % 185.0 76.9% 53.8% 

NFPEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 78.09 % 194.9  77.7% 64.7% 
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3.3.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

Impedance spectroscopy was used to better understand the electrochemical performance of the 

electrode surfaces. The impedance spectra obtained after the room temperature formation, 

cycling and the subsequent high temperature cycling are shown in Figure3.5a,b and c repectively, 

these impedance spectra consist of two partially overlapped semi-cycles and a straight slopping 

line at low frequency end. The EIS can be fitted by the equivalent circuit shown in the inset of 

Figure3.5a
34-35

. The Rbulk is the bulk resistance of the whole battery that represents the electric 

conductivity of the electrolyte, separator and electrodes. The semicircle at high frequencies is 

related with Rsei and Csei, which are resistance and capacitance of the solid electrolyte interface 

on the electrodes. Rct and Cct are faradic charge-transfer resistance and its relative double-layer 

capacitance, which correspond to the semicircle at medium frequencies. W is the Warburg 

impedance which is related to a combination of the diffusional effects of lithium ion on the 

interface between the active material particles and electrolyte and is generally indicated by a 

straight sloping line at low frequency end.  Total resistance (Rcell) of the Li-ion cell, as shown in 

Figure3.5a inset, is mainly contributed by the Rb, Rsf, and Rct, but not a simply summation of 

these three individual values. In this work, the Rcell value was directly fitted from the EIS. All of 

those resistances were estimated by fitting of the impedance spectra and given in Figure3.5d.  

(Add more explanation) 
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Figure3.5. Electrochemical impedance spectra for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells after the (a) 

two initial formation cycles (b) 25 room temperature cycles and (c) after 25 high temperature 

cycles in different electrolyte (d) summarized fitted data 
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3.5 Extended cycling performance and EIS Results 

To further investigate the stability of the DFEC/FEMC electrolyte system, full cells were also 

cycled for longevity, 100 cycles, under both room temperature and 55 °C. Figure3.6a compares 

the performance of NCM523/Graphite full cells assembled with conventional EC/EMC (1.2 M 

LiPF6) and DFEC/FEMC (1.0 M LiPF6) electrolytes. Both cells presented in Fig. 6a were 

operated and controlled under the same parameters, C/10 formation and C/3 cycling between 

3.0-4.6V, for fair comparison. The cell cycled in the baseline electrolyte delivered 207 mAh/g 

discharge capacity and 84.9% 1
st
 cycle CE. The cell cycled in DFEC/FEMC electrolyte showed 

similar initial charge capacity; however, a lower 79.8 % 1
st
 cycle CE was obtained. Again, the 

difference in 1
st
 cycle CE is attributed to the reaction of C-F bond and consumption of active Li

+ 

of the DFEC specie. However, this limitation is countered by unparalleled cycling stability. After 

50 room temperature cycles, the cell cycled in GEN2 degraded and showed 79.6% capacity 

retention with the CE stabilized on 99.4%. In contrast, the cell cycled in DFEC/FEMC (1.0 M 

LiPF6) electrolyte showeds remarkable stability, represented by the improved capacity retention 

of 90.2% and the high CEs around 99.7% for the first 50 room temperature cycles. Difference 

between the two electrolytes becomes noticeable under high temperature cycling followed by the 

room temperature cycling.  Under 55°C cycling, the cell with baseline electrolyte suffered from 

severe irreversible lithium loss and the discharge capacity dropped from 186mAh/g to 115mAh/g 

with the CE around 98.5%. On the other hand, the cell with DFEC/FEMC (1.0 M LiPF6) 

electrolyte demonstrates better capacity retention, from 184mAh/g to 155mAh/g and higher 

average CE, 99.2%.  

The impedance spectra obtained after the 50 room temperature cycles and the subsequent high 

temperature cycling are shown in Figure3.6b. These impedance spectra also consist of two semi-
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cycles and one straight line. These resistances were estimated by fitting of the impedance spectra 

using the equivalent circuits shown in the inset and are given in Table 3.3. After the 50 room 

temperature cycles, the cells with baseline electrolyte showed lower interfacial resistance and 

higher charge transfer resistance compared with the cell cycled in DFEC/FEMC electrolyte. 

After the subsequent 50 high temperature cycles, DFEC/FEMC cells displayed significantly 

lower surface and charge transfer resistances, suggesting that SEI derived from DFEC/FEMC 

electrolyte efficiently suppressed electrolyte decomposition (that normally results in the 

formation of thick, insulating deposits with large resistance). In contrast, the cells containing 

baseline electrolyte exhibited higher charge transfer resistance after the initial cycling, and this 

resistance became even greater upon the subsequent cycling, suggesting that the SEI derived 

from the baseline electrolyte was relatively less lithium ion conducting.  
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Figure3.6. Electrochemical performance of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells containing 

different electrolytes under room/evaluate temperature. Panel (a) capacity retention and 

Coulombic efficiency for these cells as a function of the cycle number. (b) Impedance spectra for 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells after the 50 room temperature cycles and 50 high temperature 

cycles in different electrolyte. 

 

Table 3.3. Estimates for interfacial and charge transfer resistances for the cell cycled in different 

electrolytes 

Electrolyte After room temperature 

cycling (Ohm) 
After 55°C high temperature 

cycling (Ohm) 
R

bulk
 R

sei
 R

ct
 R

bulk
 R

sei
 R

ct
 

EC/EMC 4.83 9.3 54.8 8.15 57.63 363.68 
DFEC/FEMC 7.3 15.6 29.5 10.48 21.858 183.61 

 

 

 

3.6 Post mortem analyses of harvested electrodes 

3.6.1 SEM results Figure3.7 shows the SEM images of the pristine anode and cathode, as well 

as the electrodes after cycling. In the pristine cathode (Figure3.7a), the secondary particle surface 

is clean and unobstructed. In the baseline electrolyte, the surface of the cycled cathode was 

covered with thick deposits (Figure3.7b), suggesting extensive electrolyte decomposition. The 

electrodes cycled in DFEC/FEMC electrolyte (Figure3.7c) exhibit compact layers; there is no 

indication of thick deposits due to electrolyte decomposition. On the anode side, clean layered 

graphite can be identified in the pristine electrode, as shown in Figure3.7d. The surface of the 

cycled graphite particle in the baseline electrolyte is fully covered with thick electrolyte 

decomposition byproducts as displayed in Figure3.7e. This observation suggests that effective 

SEI film cannot be formed. As a result, electrolyte decomposition proceeds dramatically and 

active lithium was consumed continuously
33

. Differently, the naked surface can be observed on 
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graphite particle in the cycled anode in fluorinated electrolyte, as shown in Figure3.7f. Figure3.8 

shows the EDAX spectroscopy of the anodes cycled in different electrolyte. For the anode cycled 

in the baseline electrolyte, there is identifiable manganese peak on the anode surface. The 

manganese came from the transition metal dissolution of the cathode under high cut off voltage 

charging process 
36

 and reduced on the anode by forming MnF2, Mn metal or MnO
37-38

. 

Moreover, the manganese plating will accelerate the electrolyte decomposing on the anode
39

, as 

a result, a thicker electrolyte decomposition layer was obtained from the electrode cycled in the 

baseline electrolyte. On the other hand, for the anode cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte, no 

manganese element was detected.    Apparently, the preferential oxidation stability of fluorinated 

carbonates and the use of DFEC as the SEI former contribute to the formation of the protective 

SEI film on both anode and cathode. 
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Figure3.7.  SEM images of (a) NCM523 particles prior to the test, (b) the same materials from 

the cycled cell containing Gen2 electrolyte, (c) DFEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 electrolyte (d) (a) 

Graphite particles prior to the test, (e) the same materials from a cycled cell containing Gen2 

electrolyte, (f) DFEC/FEMC 1.0M LiPF6 electrolyte.  
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Figure3.8. EDAX of the cycled anode in different electrolytes 
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3.6.2 Ex situ XRD analysis of cycled and fresh NCM523 electrodes  

Figure3.9a shows the XRD patterns of a pristine NCM523 electrode and the electrodes harvested 

in the discharge state after cycling in different electrolytes with 50 room temperature and 50 high 

temperature cycles. No additional bulk phase besides NCM523 was detected, indicating the 

absence of any severe structural damage to the NCM523 materials after cycling (note that 

possible surface structural changes would not be detectable in this analysis). The XRD results 

can be indexed and refined in the hexagonal R3̅m space group.   

Comparing with the pristine electrode, the reflections of the harvested electrodes deviate from 

their original position, as clearly seen in the splitting of the (108) and (110) peaks in Figure3.9b. 

These shifts can be correlated with the lattice shrinkage along a and b direction and the 

expansion along c direction of the unit cell
 40-42

. The XRD refinement data are shown in Figure3. 

9c, d and e. The fitting results of c/a ratio from the pristine electrode, harvest electrode cycled in 

DFEC/FEMC (1.0M LiPF6) and harvest electrode cycled in the baseline electrolyte are 4.954, 

4.977 and 5.08 respectively.   

For the cell cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte, the small c/a ratio change is because of the 

irreversible lithium loss in the 1
st
 cycle. During cycling, the cathode surface is effectively 

protected because of the preferable anodic stability of the electrolyte 
43

 and the robust negative 

electrode SEI formed by the reductive decomposition of DFEC. 
22, 44

  Consequently, it almost has 

no crystal parameter changes during cycling and both the capacity retention and specific capacity 

are more promising than those of the baseline electrolyte. 

On the other hand, for the cell cycled in the baseline electrolyte, the change of the c parameter 

can be further attributed to the loss of active lithium during cycling 
45-46

. For the LiMeO2 
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material, where Me refers to transition metal, the oxygen anions have a close-packed 

arrangement in ABCABC framework with transition metal cations located in the 6 coordinated 

octahedral crystal site. The slabs and Li layer are stacked alternatively 
47

. The absence of lithium 

ions leads to the two negatively charged oxides layers losing the bonding connection with each 

other. As a result, the c parameter was increased.  In the cell cycled in the baseline electrolyte, 

the active lithium is consumed continuously due to the unstable SEI on anode and low anodic 

stability on cathode. As a result, the amount of lithium ions that can intercalate back into the 

cathode decreased. To reach a valance balance, the decrease of lithium content in the cathode 

electrode leads to the increase of  the overall transition metal valance state. The bond length of 

Ni
2+

 is 0.69 Å and Co
3+

 is 0.61 Å; meanwhile, the bond lengths are 0.56 Å and 0.53 Å for Ni
3+

 

and Co
4+

 respectively
48

. The increase of the transition metal valance state also leads to the 

shrinkage of a and b parameters as indicated in the refined results.  
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Figure3.8. XRD patterns of the fresh NCM523 electrode and electrodes harvested in the 

discharged state after the cycling experiment: (a) complete diffractogram; (b) expanded view of 

the (1 0 8), (1 1 0) reflections. The fitted lattice parameters are: fresh NCM523 electrode: a = 

2.923 Å, c = 14.481 Å; after baseline electrolyte cycling: a = 2.869 Å, c = 14.593 Å; after 

DFEC/FEMC 1M LiPF6 cycling: a = 2.912 Å, c = 14.495 Å 

 

 

3.7 Conclusion  

In summary, a series of electrolytes containing fluorinated cyclic carbonates as the anode SEI 

former with trifluoroethyl methyl carbonate (F-EMC) and LiPF6 have been designed, synthesized 

and evaluated.  Linear sweep voltammetry has been used as an evaluation tool for the voltage 
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stability of the fluorinated cyclic carbonates. Among the cyclic carbonates screened, DFEC is the 

most stable solvent and the HFEEC is the least due to the vulnerability of its ether bond towards 

oxidation. The conductivity test result showed that long chain fluorinated substituents may lead 

to a low dielectric constant and high viscosity. The graphite/ NCM523 full cell using DFEC and 

FEC based fluorinated electrolytes displayed improved capacity retention and increased 

Coulombic efficiency compared to the cell using conventional electrolyte under both room and 

high temperature. The differences of electrochemical performance are much more pronounced at 

elevated temperature than room temperature. In order to better understand the performance 

enhancement for cells employing DFEC/FEMC (1M LiPF6) electrolyte, a series of interfacial 

analysis techniques were performed on the cycled electrodes with extended room and  evaluated 

temperature (55 ̊C) cycling. The SEM images of the cell using fluorinated electrolyte show much 

cleaner surface and less decomposition on both graphite anode and NCM523 cathode compared 

to the cell using conventional electrolyte and the result is consistent with the lower interfacial 

impedance of the fluorinated electrolyte cell measured by EIS. The EDAX result indicates 

transition metal dissolution occurs in the cell using conventional electrolyte and is inhibited with 

the use of fluorinated electrolyte. Most importantly, bulk electrode analysis via SXRD was 

carried out to reveal the differences in the structural changes for the cathode electrodes of the 

cells using fluorinated electrolyte and conventional electrolyte. The SXRD findings indicate the 

use of fluorinated electrolyte assists the preservation of the crystal structure of NCM523 cathode 

by inhibiting the loss of active lithium during cycling. All of the results converge to the 

conclusion that the use of DFEC based electrolyte can form a good anode SEI, relieve the 

electrolyte decomposition, inhibit transition metal dissolution and facilitate the charge changes of 

the NCM523 cathode.  
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Chapter 4. Mechanistic Study of Fluorinated Electrolytes for High Voltage 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 Cathode of Lithium ion Batteries 
 

 

Abstract 

 

 

Lithium ion batteries have dominated the portable electronics market and will potentially 

dominate large applications including hybrid and electric vehicles, as well as grid storage 

because of their high energy and power densities. It is well known that conventional electrolyte 

shows a poor anodic stability above 4.5V versus Li/Li
+
. However, high voltage electrolyte is 

technologically important for many applications such as hybrid and electrical vehicles, aerospace 

and power grids. As a result, high voltage electrolyte is essentially needed for the development 

of next generation lithium ion batteries. One possible solution is to develop the fluorinated 

electrolyte, which can kinetically suppress the oxidative decomposition of electrolyte due to their 

high oxidation potential. In this work, a novel fluorinated electrolyte was introduced in a 

graphite-LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 4.6V system. The electrolyte contains 1.0 M LiPF6 dissolving in a 

mixture of FEC and HFDEC solvent, and 1wt % LiDFOB was used as the additive. Comparing 

with the conventional EC and EMC based electrolyte, the fluorinated electrolyte shows an 

excellent cycle life under 4.6V cut off voltage. SEM and XPS were employed to study the 

interface between the electrolyte and bulk electrode. The most definitive characterization in this 

work is to use the HR-XRD and XANS to investigate and compare the cycled bulk cathode 

electrode in different electrolyte. To the best of our knowledge, the structural changes of the 

cycled cathode materials in different electrolytes have never been reported before. Therefore, we 

believe this research is really an exciting scientific breakthrough for studying the interaction 
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between the electrolyte and electrode. And it could be potentially used as a direction to design 

and study the next generation lithium ion batteries electrolyte in the future.   

 

Keywords: Fluorinated electrolyte; oxidation stability; electrochemical floating test; 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 cathode; Synchrotron X ray technic  
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4.1 Introduction 

Conventional lithium ion batteries (LIBs) with working voltage up to 3.7 V have been widely 

used in portable electronics.
1
 They also show potentials for grid storage and transportation 

applications such as hybrid and full electric vehicles. To dominate large-scale electronic market 

it is necessary to increase the energy and power density of current LIBs, which can be achieved 

by increasing the working voltage as energy density is proportional to the voltage, DE = V ·q
0

DQ

ò dq , 

where E is the energy, V is the voltage and q is the charge. Therefore, the next generation 

batteries are expected to contain high voltage cathode materials (up to 4.8V),
2-3

 and one 

promising cathode materials is LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (NCM) based layered oxides that were 

initially synthesized by Ohzuku's group in 2001.
4
 In particular, LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) 

shows good electrochemical performance and high specific capacity under high voltage,
5-6

 thus 

catching much attention recently for scientific and industrial research. However, the electrolyte 

development in such high voltage battery has been the bottleneck. Among the three major 

components (cathode, anode and electrolyte) of a LIB, electrolyte plays an important role in 

facilitating the Li
+
 transportation and maintaining the voltage difference between the two 

electrodes. Conventional electrolytes (e.g., 1.2 MLiPF6 in EC/EMC with volume ratio 3/7) show 

poor anodic stabilities above 4.5 V versus Li/Li
+
.
7
 At high cut-off voltages, the cathode material 

that contains active transition metal species (i.e., Ni
4+

 and Mn
4+

) oxidizes conventional 

electrolytes and cause rapidly degradation of the cell electrochemical performance.
8-10

 As a 

result, high voltage electrolytes are essential for the development of next generation high voltage 

lithium ion batteries.  
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In recent years, fluorinated electrolytes
11

 have shown interesting properties as promising 

candidates to replace conventional electrolytes, as they not only form kinetically stable solid-

electrolyte interphase (SEI), but also are resistant to oxidative decomposition due to their high 

oxidation potential.
12-15

 A majority of scientific studies have been focused on finding a good 

combination of suitable fluorinated electrolytes and additives for NCM cathodes, and to 

understand effects for different electrolytes on battery performances. For example, Lee et al. 

showed that the addition of 5 wt % methyl(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) carbonate (henceforth, FEMC) as 

an electrolyte, with 1.0M LiPF6 in EC/EMC (3/7 volume ratio) and additive could improve the 

cycling performance as the FEMC can form a passivation layer and can prevent the transition 

metal from dissolution on the cathode material surface.
16

 Using a combination of fluorinated 

cyclic, linear carbonates and a fluorinated ether, Zhang et al. improved the electrolyte stability 

when operating at 5 V using LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 spinel as the cathode and lithium titanate as the 

anode in a full cell setup.
11

 They proposed that the introduction of fluorinated group into an 

organocarbonate results in the drop of energy levels for both the highest occupied molecular 

orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, thus simultaneously leading to better 

oxidation stability and higher reduction potential as compared to electrolytes without fluorinated 

group. In addition, Zhu et al. have shown that the cycling performance of graphite- Li rich NCM 

cell can be improved by incorporating 2 wt % LiDFOB as an electrolyte additive,
17

 as the 

addition of LiDFOB could form a thin but robust SEI at the anode electrode to maintain cell 

capacity, and form a thick passivation layer on the cathode to further prevent the transition metal 

dissolution.  

However, most of these works focused mainly on the understanding of the interface between the 

electrolyte and electrode,
1, 7, 18-21

 such as using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
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Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to identify the functional groups on the 

surface,
22-23

 and using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) to study the morphology of the surface
24

. Although interfaces are important 

parts of LIBs, the Li
+
 intercalation and battery performance are strongly correlated to bulk 

electrode changes. Recent studies have revealed that the irreversible capacity loss not only are 

related to the electrolyte decomposition on the surface or the loss of active Li ion, but also can be 

attributed to the change of bulk electrode structure.
1
 It is, therefore, vital to understand the 

changes of bulk electrodes when using different electrolytes, which can help identify the key 

functions of electrolytes to design novel electrolyte for high voltage battery applications. Herein, 

we investigate the commercialized electrolyte (1.2 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC) and fluorinated 

electrolyte (1.0 M LiPF6 in FEC/HFDEC with 1 wt % LiDFOB) for a 4.6 V 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2-graphite system, and compare the electrochemical performance of both 

fluorinated and non-fluorinated electrolyte. Besides conventional SEM, XPS and nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) characterizations, synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) was 

employed to study the crystallographic phase changes of the cathode materials. To better 

understand the oxidation states of transition metals at different battery charging/discharging 

states, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) were performed on NCM cathodes used for 

different electrolytes. To our best knowledge, it is the first systematical investigation of 

electrochemical performance and bulk cathode material changes under different electrolytes to 

reveal the detailed mechanism. Our findings provide insights for the design of advanced 

electrolyte used in the next generation lithium ion batteries.    

 

4.2 Material and methods 
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Electrochemical cycling ability of the cell was evaluated using 2032 coin cells. The cathode was 

made of 90wt% NCM 523, 5wt% C45, and 5wt% Solvey 5130 polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

binder coated on aluminum foil. The active material loading averaged 9.15 mg cm
−2

. The 

graphite anode was made of 89.8 wt% Conoco Phillips CGPA12, 4 wt% Super P-Li, 6 wt% 

Kureha 9300 PVDF binder, and 0.2 wt% oxalic acid coated on copper foil. The active material 

loading averaged 5.3 mg cm
−2

. polypropylene/polyethylene/polypropylene (PP/PE/PP), Celgard 

2325, was used as the separator.  The effective diameters of cathode, anode and separator were 

14mm, 15mm and 16mm, respectively. 1.2 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC): ethyl methyl 

carbonate (EMC) (3:7 volume ratio) and GEN2 electrolyte were used as the baseline electrolyte. 

The fluorinate electrolyte was made of 1.2M LiPF6 in fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC): di-

trifluoroethyl carbonate (HFDEC) (5:5 volume ratio) with 1 wt  % LiDFOB as the additive.  

 

Galvanostatic charge-discharge cycling tests were conducted on Maccor Electrochemical 

Analyzer (MIMSclient) with voltages in-between 3.0V and 4.6V at 0.3C after 2 formation cycles 

at 0.1C using a full cell setup, namely LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 as the cathode and graphite as the 

anode. Impedance measurements were tested at 30 °C that was maintained by an oven. The 

spectra were collected using an Solartron impedance analyzer in the frequency range from 1M 

Hz to 0.01 Hz, with an amplitude of 10 mV.  

 

For ex situ analysis on electrode materials at different charge-discharge states, the cycled cells 

were disassembled in the glove box, and the electrodes were washed with anhydrous DMC to 

remove residual EC and salt, followed by drying overnight at the glove box. The morphologies 

of the electrodes after cycling were investigated by SEM using a Hitachi S-4700-II microscope 
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in the Electron Microscopy Center, Argonne National Laboratory. XPS measurements were 

carried out at with an Omicron ESCA probe using Al Kα as the monochromated X-ray source. A 

low-energy electron flood gun was used to compensate the surface charging effects. Carbon 1s 

(284.8 eV) was used as reference to calibrate the XP spectra.  

 

Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction (SXRD) was performed to quantify the structure and 

compositions of electrode materials at beamline 17-BM at Advanced Photon Source (APS) at 

ANL using X-ray wavelength of 0.72768 Å.  Samples were attached to Kapton® tapes and 

measured in transmission mode.  A PerkinElmer® amorphous silicon flat panel detector was 

used to collect two-dimensional XRD data. Integration of the 2D data to conventional plots of 

intensity versus 2-theta, which was converted to a 2-theta values at X-ray wavelength of 1.5406 

son with reference database. 

 

Ex situ X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) and extend X-ray absorption fine 

structure (EXAFS) experiments were carried out at beamline 9BM-C of APS at ANL. The 

following electrode materials were used: pristine NCM523 (called pristine in the rest discussion), 

NCM523 cathodes discharged in GEN2 electrolyte at 3V (G2_3V) and charged at 4.6 V 

(G2_4.6V) after 100 cycles, and NCM523 cathodes discharged in fluorinated electrolyte at 3V 

(F_3V) and charged at 4.6 V (F_4.6V) after 100 cycles. Samples were placed in a chamber with 

helium flow as the protection. All data were collected in transmission mode. A Lytle detector 

was used to collect all transition metal X (X=Ni, Mn, and Co) while the Si(111) monochromator 

scanned the incident X-ray photon energy through X K-edge absorption edge. The 

monochromator was detuned to 80% of the maximum intensity at X K edges to minimize the 
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presence of higher harmonics. The X-ray beam was calibrated using the corresponding transition 

metal foil K edges, namely Ni, Mn and Co foils. Data reduction and data analysis were 

performed with the Athena software packages. Standard procedures were used to extract the 

EXAFS data from the measured absorption spectra. The pre-edge was linearly fitted and 

subtracted. The post-edge background was determined by using a cubic-spline-fit procedure and 

then subtracted. Normalization was performed by diving the data by the height of the absorption 

edge at 50 eV.  

 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Electrochemical performances 

Figure 4.1 summarizes the chemical structure and acronym of the fluorinated carbonate solvents, 

non-fluorinated carbonate solvents, lithium salt and electrolyte additive used in this study. 

Fluorinated cyclic carbonate fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC), linear fluorinated carbonate 

bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) carbonate (HFDEC) and lithium difluoro(oxalato) borate (LiDFOB) 

were synthesized in our lab and purified by fractional vacuum distillation and recrystallization 

prior use.  1.0 M LiPF6 FEC/HFDEC (5/5 in volume) with 1.0% LiDFOB was formulated in the 

Argon-filled glove-box.  
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Fig.4.1. Chemical structures and names of carbonates and salt used in the electrochemical test. 

 

Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) of the Electrolytes.  

Substitution groups of fluorine (-F) on FEC molecule and fluorinated alkyl (-CH2CF3) on 

HFDEC molecule exert strong electron-withdrawing effect on the carbonate core and lower the 

HOMO energy level of the solvents based on the quantum chemistry simulation. Oxidation 

stability is the important criteria in designing high voltage electrolyte 
25-26

. Linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV) using an inert working electrode of platinum was first performed on the 

formulated fluorinated electrolyte and the GEN 2 electrolyte with a scan rate of 10 mV/s. Figure 

4.2 presents the LSV voltammograms covering the voltage window from 3-7 V vs Li
+
/Li. The 

drastic increase of the oxidation current was observed for the GEN 2 electrolyte at 6.85 V 

indicating the main oxidative decomposition of the carbonate solvents. For the fluorinated 

electrolyte, the same oxidation current was observed at a delayed voltage of 7.05 V. Based on the 

density function theory (DFT) calculation,
13

 the theoretical oxidation potential of EC and EMC 

are 6.95 V and 6.91 V, respectively. Comparatively, the oxidation potential of FEC and HFDEC 

were calculated to be 7.24 V and 7.25 V, respectively, a  0.2-0.3 V higher than that of the Gen 2 

electrolyte. The thermodynamic stability of the fluorinated electrolyte is expected to stabilize the 
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cathode/electrolyte interface thus suppress the parasitic reactions causing ultimate transition 

metal ion dissolution.   
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Figure 4.2. Linear sweep voltammograms of fluorinated electrolytes with a scan rate of 10 mV/s. 

Inset shows an expansion of the electrolyte oxidation peaks from 3-5 V vs. Li
+
/Li. Three-

electrode cell with Pt (disc with a diameter of 2 mm) as working electrode and Li as reference 

and counter electrodes. 

 

Stable cycling of a NCM523/graphite cell charged to 4.6 V 

In addition to the enhanced oxidation stability on an inert working electrode, the 1.0 M LiPF6 

FEC/HFDEC fluorinated electrolyte showed excellent performance in a NCM523/graphite full 

cell cycled at a rate of C/3 with voltage window from 3.0 to 4.6 V. 
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Figure 4.3a and 3b show the charge and discharge voltage profiles for the 1
st
, 10

th
, 25

th
, 50

th
, 75

th
 

and 100
th

 cycle for Gen 2 electrolyte and fluorinated electrolyte. It is manifest that the voltage 

polarization for both charging and discharging process increases significantly for Gen 2 cell
27

, 

while much less polarization was observed for fluorinated electrolyte cell suggesting higher 

resistance was built up at the electrode interface caused by the deposit of organic decomposition 

species of Gen 2 electrolyte 
10

. Figure 4.3c shows the capacity retention for the first 100 cycles. 

The 1
st
 charge and discharge capacities for GEN 2 cell are 248 mAh g

-1 
and 214 mAh g

-1
 (86.4% 

Coulombic efficiency) and the capacity retention is 67% for 100 cycles. In contrast, despite 

lower first cycle efficiency (85.4%), the fluorinated electrolyte cell shows a capacity retention of 

82% for 100 cycles, a significant improvement over Gen 2 cell even in such a limited cycle 

number. In a lithium-limited full cell, the capacity fading could be caused by the oxidative 

decomposition of electrolyte on charged cathode and/or the reductive decomposition on the 

lithiated anode. For the FEC-based fluorinated electrolyte, it proved to be compatible with 

graphitic anode due to the sufficient passivation by the reductive decomposition of FEC solvent. 

14
In addition, an SEI formation additive LiDFOB was added to further assist the SEI formation 

from FEC, which accounts for the more loss of active lithium and thus lower 1
st
 cycle Coulombic 

efficiency.
28-30

 
31-34
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Figure 4.3. Voltage profiles for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite full cells in (a) Gen 2 electrolyte, 

(b) fluorinated electrolyte, and (c) capacity retention and Coulombic efficiency (cycling 

condition: C/10 for 2 cycles formation and then C/3 for 100 for cycling with 3.0-4.6 V cutoff 

voltage).  

 

 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

Impedance spectroscopy was used to probe the nature of the cathode surface. The impedance 

spectra obtained after the formation cycles and the subsequent cycling are shown in Figures 4.4, 

respectively. These impedance spectra consist of two semi-cycles, the high frequency semicircle 

relates to Li-ion migration through the passivation surface layer (RSL), and the mid frequency 

semicircle relates to the charge transfer (Rct). The low frequency part that appears as a ‘Warburg’ 

type element reflects the solid state diffusion of lithium into the bulk electrode. 
35
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After the two initial (formation) cycles, the cells with Gen2 and fluorinated electrolyte showed 

similar interfacial and charge transfer resistances. After the subsequent 100 cycles, fluorinated 

electrolyte cells displayed significantly lower cathode charge transfer resistances than the 

baseline cells, suggesting that fluorinated electrolyte efficiently suppressed electrolyte 

breakdown. In contrast, baseline electrolyte cells exhibited higher cathode charge transfer 

resistance, suggesting that baseline electrolyte -derived surface layers did not maintain a surface 

during cycling.   
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Figure 4.4. Electrochemical impedance spectra for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells after the 

two initial cycles and after 100 cycles in different electrolyte. 

 

4.3.2. Post analyses of harvested electrodes and electrolytes 

Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis of Cycled Cathodes.  

Figure 4.5 showed the SEM images of the cycled NCM523 cathodes and cycled graphite anodes 

in two electrolytes and the pristine cathode (Figure 4.5a) and anode (Figure 4.5d). For the GEN 2 

electrolyte cell, the morphologies of both cathode (Figure 4.5b) and anode (Figure 4.5e) were 

completely changed compared with the pristine electrodes and heavy decomposition of 

decomposition products were observed on both electrodes. However, little change in morphology 

was observed for the cycled cathode (Figure 4.5c) and cycled anode (Figure 4.5f) with 

fluorinated electrolyte. It is surprising that the cycled graphite anode in the fluorinated electrolyte 

almost resembles the pristine one (Figure 4.5a) confirming the effective passivation layer formed 

by fluorinated electrolyte. Since Gen 2 electrolyte forms excellent SEI on the graphite anode, the 
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heavy deposition on the graphite surface is totally unexpected and new degradation mechanism 

must exist. 

 

Figure 5. SEM images electrode at different stages. (a) Pristine NCM523 cathode, (b) cycled 

cathode with Gen 2 electrolyte, (c) cycled cathode with fluorinated electrolyte, (d) pristine anode, 

(e) cycled anode with Gen 2 electrolyte, and (f) cycled anode with fluorinated electrolyte. 

Magnification for cathode is higher than for anode in order to show the surface morphology 

change 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the EDX spectroscopy of the cycled graphite anodes. Two distinguished Mn 

peaks were observed in the EDX spectrum of the Gen 2 anode and the same species was also 

detected by the XPS Mn2P spectroscopy. The deposition of Mn species on the cycled anode 

originated from the dissolution of the cathode active material, migration through the electrolyte 

and deposition on the anode by forming the metal fluoride (MnF2), metal oxide (MnO)  or metal 

(Mn).
36, 38

Moreover, the Mn plating catalyzes the electrolyte decomposition on the anode
39

, 

resulting a thick electrolyte decomposition layer covering the surface of the anode. No Mn peaks 

were observed on the EDS spectrum (Figure 4.6, red curve) of the fluorinated electrolyte cycled 

anode.  

 

(a)                                               (b)                                               (c)

(d)                                                (e)                                               (f)
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Figure 4.6. EDX spectra of the harvest graphite anode cycled with Gen 2 electrolyte (top black 

curve) and with fluorinated electrolyte (bottom red curve). Various 

 

 

 

 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Cycled Anodes and Cathodes. XPS was used to 

identify surface components. Figure 4.7 presents the harvest anode XPS data in different 

electrolytes at fully discharge state (3.0 V). In C 1s spectra (Figure 4.7a) , the peak located at 

284.8 eV is assigned to C-C bond in carbon black,
36-37

 and the peaks at 286.5 and ~288 eV are 

associated with C-O and C=O bond, respectively.
36-37

 These groups can be attributed to 
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ROCO2Li, ROLi and LiCO3, which are originated from the well-known electrolyte 

decomposition on the electrode surface under high voltage.
38

  Furthermore the peak on 282.6 eV 

represents the Li intercalated graphite, LiC6, and the peak at 291.5eV corresponds to a -CF2 bond 

which can be attributed to the PVDF binder.
39

 Related peaks are observed in the O1s spectrum at 

534 and 532.5 eV consistent with the presence of C−O and C=O containing species. New peaks 

are also observed in the F1s spectrum at 688, 687, and 685 eV characteristic of LiPF6, LixPFyOz, 

and LiF, respectively. The related peaks for LiPF6 and LixPFyOz are observed in the P 2p 

spectrum at 138 and 135 eV. 
39

Comparing with the cell cycled in fluorinated electrolyte, the cell 

with baseline electrolyte shows high C=O and C-O peak, meanwhile a weak CF2 signal. It 

indicated the anode surface of the baseline cell was coved by the thick electrolyte decomposition, 

so that the signal of binder is limited
40

. And the identified LiC6 signal of the baseline cell 

indicate that even under the fully discharge state, there still have significant amount of Li inside 

the graphite that cannot be transferred into the cathode due to a high overpotential.  

 

Moreover, the Mn in different chemical state, MnF2 and MnO were observed in the Mn2p, F1s 

and O1s spectra respectively on the baseline cell as shown in Figure 4.7b, c and d. During 

discharge, the dissolved Mn
2+

 ions migrate to the anode side and catalyze the electrolyte side 

reactions. On the other hand, the fluorinated electrolyte cell showed negligible Mn signal and a 

borate species were also found due to the addition of LiDFOB.  
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Figure.4.7. XPS spectra of the cycled Graphite electrodes in different electrolytes. (a) C1s, (b) 

F1s, (c) O1s (d) Mn2p 
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

To understand the element-specific chemical and structure changes, Ni, Co, and Mn K-edge X-

ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) as well as Fourier transformed extended X-ray 

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra of 100 cycles harvest NCM523 cathode in pristine, 

charged (4.6 V) and discharge (3.0 V) states are compared in Figure 4.8. The strong arising edge 

features are ascribed to the purely dipole-allowed 1s  4p transition, which can reflect the 

chemical state changes, while the weak pre-edge absorption peaks, shown in the insets in Figure 

4.8, are the formally electric dipole-forbidden transition of a 1s electron to an unoccupied 3d 

orbital, which gains peak intensity from pure electric quadrupole coupling and/or 3d-4p orbital 

mixing arising from the noncentrosymmetric environment of the slightly distorted octahedral 3a 

site in the rhombohedral R3m space group. Clearly significant differences are seen for each 

element at charged and discharged states, suggesting each element changes accordingly under 

both GEN2 and fluorinated electrolytes. However, changes under fluorinated electrolyte are 

more dramatic compared to GEN2.  

 

Figure 4.8a shows that the Ni chemical state in the pristine sample is approximately  ~ +2 as the 

averaged edge position of the pristine sample and NiO are the same. At the discharged state, Ni 

XANES edge under both GEN2 and F electrolytes are overlapped, but shift to higher energy 

compared to the pristine one. Interestingly, at the charged state, Ni XANES edge under 

fluorinated electrolyte shifts to higher energy compared to that under GEN2. This means that Ni 

goes to higher chemical state (Ni
3+

/Ni
4+

) under fluorinated electrolyte due to less electrolyte 

oxidation side reactions. On the other words, during the charge process, the oxidation of the 
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baseline electrolyte consumed the active Li ion, it leads to the Ni cannot be charge to the higher 

chemical valence to balance the chemical state.
41

 This is also seen from pre-edge peaks in the 

Figure 4.8a inset, as their intensities arise and positions shift to high energy for fluorinated 

electrolyte. These changes in Ni XANES have been reported for ex situ studies of Li1-

xCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 
42

. Shifts of XANES spectra to higher energy correspond to lower lithium 

concentration. In our case these suggest that F-electrolyte can better  avoid the loss of active Li 

ion in NCM523 cathode than GEN2 electrolyte during charge process. As pre-peak intensity is 

associated with local structure due to local symmetry, the Ni bond distance and coordination 

numbers are expected to change, which is evidenced from EXAFS spectra in Figure 4.8b. The 

spectra of discharged and pristine are nearly the same, indicating that the local structures of 

NCM523 are not altered too much, even as Ni chemical state in discharged is no longer +2. For 

the charged state, the dramatic changes of the first coordination peaks indicate that the charge 

compensation mainly occurs at the Ni sites and results in significant alternations in the average 

Ni-O bond length. The large changes seen for the first Ni-O shell are similar to those observed 

for the Li1-xCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2  systems. 
42

This change is suggested to be the oxidation of Ni
2+

 to 

Ni
4+

. Again more changes are observed for fluorinated electrolyte, supporting fluorinated 

electrolyte has better electrochemical performance than GEN2. Results of EXAFS at charged 

and discharged states are consistent with the observations in SXRD. 

 

Similar changes are observed for Mn. In the pristine state, Mn edge is slightly on the right side of 

MnO2, as shown in Figure 4.8c, suggesting the chemical state of Mn in NCM523 is ~ (4+Ω), 

where Ω refers to a small number close to 0. In the discharged state, although XANES for Mn 

under fluorinated and GEN2 electrolyte is very close to pristine one. The charged XANES 
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spectra exhibit some changes in the shape of the edge due to changes in the Mn local 

environment, but do not show a rigid shift to higher energy values. The energy position and the 

shape of these edges are very similar to those of the Li1.2Cr0.4Mn0.4O2 and LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 

electrode materials
42

, and similar trends of XANES spectra as a function of lithium concentration 

in Li1-xNi0.5Mn0.5O2 , which suggests manganese remains as their original chemical state, 

Mn
(4+δ)+

 throughout the charge-discharge processes. This is also supported by previous studies on 

Mn LII,III-edge XAS. 
42

 In addition, the pre-edge region (Figure 4.8c inset) of Mn is much 

resolved. This pre-edge is assigned to 1s  3d, particularly 1s to eg and t2g of 3d 

transitions.
43

The peak separation between the resolved two peaks at the pre-edge region can 

represent the crystal- g and t2g. During delithiation 

from discharged state to charged state, both peaks grow in height without shifting in energy. The 

peak separation between the two peaks steadily shrinks with increasing delithiation. As 

delithiation will cause the contraction of Mn-O distance that should promote a larger crystal field 

splitting, the crystal field splitting is actually decreasing, likely due to symmetry effects. From 

the EXAFS of the Mn K-egde in Figure 4.8d, the Mn-O bond length remains mostly unchanged 

during charge/discharge in different electrolytes, however, the Mn-M bond length (2 Å < R < 3 

Å) during charge were decreased, as the peak position in this region becomes smaller. As the 

inactive Mn cations do not change the bond distance between Mn and O during charge, the 

reduction of the Mn-M bond length can be ascribed to the reduction of the a-axis during charge 

processes.
41

 Although both Mn XANES and EXAFS results indicate that the Mn do not involve 

too much in the reaction, the fluorinated electrolyte is better to recover the structural change of 

Mn during charge-discharged process, thus reducing Mn cation lost.  
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The interpretation of Co K-edge spectra is more complicated, as pointed out by previous studies 

on NCM system. 
41

 Here we focus on the comparison the effects from the two electrolytes. 

Figure 4.8e shows that XANES spectra for Co under GEN2 and fluorinated electrolytes at the 

discharged state are overlapped, very close to pristine one and reference Co2O3, suggesting Co 

cations mostly stay at Co
3+

. Although Co K-egde XANES spectra do not show a rigid edge shift 

during charge, some changes can be found from the edge shape. This could be ascribed to the 

local structure changes as seen from Mn case above. Previous theoretical studies 
44

. showed that 

Co
3+

/Co
4+

 redox couple would occur at fairly high potentials in the 4.88-5.20 V range for NCM 

systems. As our charged state is only up to 4.6 V, we attributed the changes in Co XANES 

spectra to the change of bond length and covalency
42

 as also seen from the EXAFS changes in 

Figure 4.8f. Note that under fluorinated electrolyte Co XANES spectra shape change more 

compared to that under GEN2 electrolyte, suggesting fluorinated electrolyte is better in 

promoting Co participation in electrochemical reactions without sacrificing any cathode 

materials, as the discharged XANES spectra overlap. As previous studies 
42

suggest Co in NCM 

systems are critical for the charge compensation during Li-ion deintercalation, more changes in 

Co XAS spectra under fluorinated electrolyte suggest the better electrochemical performance 

compared to GEN2 electrolyte. The comparison studies from XAS on all three elements all 

infers the advantage of using fluorinated electrolyte to promote and protect NCM cathode during 

charge-discharge processes. 
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Figure 4.8. Normalized K-edge X-ray near edge structure (XANES) spectra at (a) Ni K-edge, (c) 

Mn K-edge, (e) Co K-edge for NCM523 in pristine, charged (4.6 V) and discharged (3 V) states 

using GEN2 (G2) and fluorinated (F) electrolyte after 100 cycles, and comparisons with 

reference samples such as NiO, Mn2O3, MnO2, CoO and Co2O3 powders. The insets in XANES 

plots are the pre-peaks of corresponding elements at different electrochemical states. Fourier 

transforms of (b) Ni, (d) Mn, and (f) Co K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure 

(EXAFS) spectra for NCM523 in pristine, charged and discharged states. Note that the radial 

distances in EXAFS spectra have not been phase corrected. 
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Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction (SXRD) Results 

Figure 4.9 shows the Ex situ X-ray diffraction pattern of pristine and cycled NCM523 electrode. 

The original data were converted to a Cu target data (1.54 Å) and all of the cycled electrode were 

tested under a fully discharge state. All of three XRD patterns are consistent with a single phase 

with the �̅�3m NaFeO2 structure; all the reflections can be indexed by assuming the hexagonal 

axes setting of the rhombohedral �̅�3m space group. And no new phases were detected. The 

006/012 and the 108/110 pairs of reflections are well resolved, which is typical of a well-

developed layered structure. The refinement data are shown on table 1. Comparing with the 

pristine NCM523 cathode material, the electrode cycled in fluorinated electrolyte shows few 

crystallographic changes. Meanwhile, the electrode cycled in the baseline electrolyte shows 3 

percent volume shrinkage, which comes from the contraction of a, b axis and the enlargement of 

c axis.   

 

For the cell cycled in the baseline electrolyte, the change of c parameter can be attributed to the 

loss of active lithium during cycling 
41

. For the LiMeO2 material, where Me refers to transition 

metal, the oxygen anions have a close-packed arrangement in ABCABC framework with 

transition metal cations located in the 6 coordinated octahedral crystal site. The slabs and Li 

layer are stacked alternatively 
4
. The absence of lithium ions leads to the two negative charged 

oxides layers losing the bonding connection with each other. As a result, the c parameter was 

increased. . Ideally, the electrolyte reduction should be only happened on the first couple 

formation cycles to form LiF or LiPxFyOz on the anode electrode 
45

 to reach a thermodynamically 

stable on the anode side and does not continue during the steady cycling of the cell 
46

. However, 
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in the high voltage NCM based system, the cathode suffer from the transition metal dissolution 

issue. During charging process, the Mn
2+

 were dissolute from the cathode and formed the MnF2.
8
 

When discharging, the dissolved Mn
2+

 ion are reduced on the surface of graphite negative 

electrodes by partly depleting active Li
+
 to form LiF by the following reaction:  

𝑀n𝐹2 + 2Li𝐶6 → 𝑀𝑛 + 2𝐿𝑖𝐹 + 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 

Due to the low solubility of LiF, it will deposit on the surface of the anode. As a result, a higher 

LiF peak was identified on XPS F 1s spectroscopy meanwhile the Mn element were detected by 

the EDAX on the baseline electrolyte cycled anode.  Because of the loss of active lithium, the 

amounts of lithium ion that can feed back to the cathode were decreased. It not only leads to the 

change of cathode crystal parameter, but also the irreversible capacity losing during cycling.   

 

To reach a valance balance, the decrease of lithium content in the cathode electrode also leads to 

the increasing of transition metal valance state. The bond length of Ni
2+

 is 0.69 Å and Co
3+

 is 

0.61 Å, meanwhile, 0.56 Å for Ni
3+

 and 0.53 Å for Co
4+47

. The increasing of the transition metal 

valance state will lead to the shrinkage of the transition meatal plane in the crystal structure. In 

other words, both a and b parameter were decreased as shown in the refinement data table 4.1.  

 

On the other hand, for the cell cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte, the cathode surface is 

effectively passivated by a stable SEI composed of fluorinated electrolyte decomposition 

products, which inhibit the transition metal dissolution 
48

 and a robust negative electrode SEI 

were formed by evolving the LiDFOB. 
17, 49

 As a result we can see a much more cleanly cycled 

anode surface by the SEM, EDAX and XPS data. Moreover, it almost has no crystal parameter 

change on the cathode part. Therefore, both the capacity retention and specific capacity of the 
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cell cycled in the fluorinated electrolyte is much more promising than those of the baseline 

electrolyte.  
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Figure 4.9. SXRD results of the pristine and harvest electrode in different electrolyte 
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Table 4.1. Refined XRD Lattice Parameters a,c And Cell Volume For NCM523 Cathodes Cycled 

With Gen 2 Electrolyte (Gen 2) And Fluorinated Electrolyte (F-Electrolyte). 

NCM523 Cathode Lattice parameters V (Å
3
) 

a=b (Å) c (Å) c/a 

Pristine 2.866 14.8944 5.196 122.34 

Gen 2 2.798 15.1494 5.083 118.60 

F-Electrolyte 2.871 14.8964 5.182 122.03 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we report a fluorinated electrolyte based on 1.0 M LiPF6 FEC/HFDEC with 1.0 wt% 

LiDFOB for the high voltage lithium ion battery. It met all the basic requirements as a non-

aqueous electrolyte including graphite anode passivation, high conductivity and excellent 

wettability with cell components. On top of these properties, this fluorinated electrolyte is 

oxidatively stable against high voltage charging and showed significantly improved cell 

performance when charged to 4.6 V in NCM523/graphite couple. Linear sweep voltammetry, 

repeated charge-discharge cycling and a series of post-test analysis including NMR, SEM/EDS, 

XPS, XRD and XAS confirm its voltage advantage over the Gen 2 electrolyte. Charge transfer 

impedance of the cell cycled with fluorinated is much smaller than that cycled with Gen 2 

electrolyte and significant deposition were detected on the both NCM523 cathode and graphite 

anode. Interestingly, the transition metal dissolution is not detected by EDS and XPS on the 

fluorinated electrolyte cycled graphite anode, suggesting the enhanced voltage stability on the 

cathode side and the robust SEI formation on the graphite anode. This has been evidenced from 

the XAS experiment confirming the Ni and also Co could be charged to higher oxidation state 
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(Ni
3+

/Ni
4+

) with fluorinated electrolyte due to its enhanced oxidation stability. Furthermore, 

fluorinated electrolyte was proved to assist the preservation of the crystal structure of NCM523 

cathode by SXRD results. The lattice structure of NCM523 is almost intact while significant 

shrinkage in its unit cell for Gen 2 electrolyte cycled cathode. All results converge to the 

conclusion that FEC/HFDEC based fluorinated electrolyte is intrinsic ally stable towards 

oxidation and is suitable high voltage electrolyte for high voltage high energy density lithium ion 

cell. This example research demonstrated that new electrolyte design could provide an approach 

to solve the technical barriers encountered by the high voltage high energy density lithium-ion 

batteries. 
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Chapter 5 Mechanistic Insight in the Function of Phosphite Additives for 

Protection of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 Cathode in High Voltage Li-ion Cells 

 

Abstract 

Triethlylphosphite (TEP) and tris(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) phosphite (TTFP) have been evaluated as 

electrolyte additives for high-voltage Li-ion battery cells using a Ni-rich layered cathode material 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) and the common carbonate electrolyte. The repeated 

charge/discharge cycling was performed using an NCM523/graphite full cell operated at the 

cutoff voltage of 4.6 V vs Li
+
/Li. During the initial charging, these additives decompose on the 

cathode surface at a significantly lower potential than the electrolyte. Impedance spectroscopy 

and post-test analyses indicate the formation of protective coatings on the cathode surface that 

prevent rapid oxidative breakdown of the electrolyte. Only TTFP containing cells demonstrate 

the improved capacity retention and Coulombic efficiency. For TEP, the protective coating is 

also formed, but low Li
+
 ion mobility through the interphase layer results in inferior performance. 

These observations are rationalized mechanistically through the inhibition of electrocatalytic 

centers present on the cathode surface and the formation of organophosphate deposits isolating 

the cathode surface from the electrolyte. 

 

Keywords: electrolyte additive; oxidation stability; Triethlylphosphite (TEP); tris(2,2,2-

trifluoroethyl) phosphite (TTFP); LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 cathode; high voltage lithium-ion batteries 
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5.1. Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries have developed into a state-of-the-art power source for portable electronics 

and also a promising candidate for powering electric vehicles. 
1-5

 These batteries involve three 

major components: a cathode, an anode, and an electrolyte. 
6
 Due to the high costs of cathode 

materials in commercial cells and the need to increase the operation voltage for automotive 

applications, many researchers are focusing on the development of new cathode materials.
 7

 The 

first lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide, LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (NCM333), was synthesized by 

Ohzuku's group in 2000. 
8
 Extensive research on the development and improvement of new Ni-

rich layered LiNixCoyMnzO2 materials has been conducted thereafter. 
1-10

 Among these cathode 

materials, LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (known as NCM523) has attracted much attention due to its 

excellent electrochemical performance and high specific capacity under high voltage. 
3, 9, 11-13

 

However, several inherent issues associated with NCM523, especially rapid capacity fading 

when this material is cycled at voltages in excess of 4.4 V vs Li
+
/Li, must be addressed before 

this material can be adopted for applications.  

 

Several explanations for performance deterioration in NCM523 cells have been suggested, 

including: (i) the structural change from multiple-layer to spinel structure upon cycling, 
4, 12

 (ii) 

the formation of thick solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI) deposits, isolating the cathode surface 

from the electrolyte, 
9
 and (iii) the anodic instability of the conventional carbonate electrolytes at 

voltages exceeding 4.3 V vs Li
+
/Li. 

14-16
 Approaches to circumvent these challenges include 

surface coating of the cathode particles, 
17-19

 the design and synthesis of intrinsically stable 

electrolytes to tolerate high voltages, 
1, 14, 20

 and the development of electrolyte additives to 
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stabilize the electrode/electrolyte interphase. The latter approach is particularly appealing from 

the techno-economic perspective, as it is cost efficient and maximally conservative.  

  

The discovery of a suitable electrolyte additive for NCM cathodes has long been pursued. Lee et 

al.
 15

 reported that the addition of 5 wt% methyl(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) carbonate to the 

conventional carbonate electrolyte can significantly improve cycling performance. Dahn and co-

workers 
21

 and others 
22, 23

 obtained much improved electrolyte stability when 

tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphate and/or tris(trimethylsilyl) phosphite were used as electrolyte 

additives in NCM333/graphite cell operated at 4.2 V cutoff voltage at 40
o
C. Zhang et al. 

20
 

proposed a fluorinated electrolyte consisting of a mixture of fluorinated carbonates with a 

fluorinated ether for 5 V operation of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 spinel cathode coupled with lithium titanate 

anode. Zuo et al.
 24

 showed that the addition of 1.0 wt% LiBF4 enhanced cycling performance for 

4.5 V cycling of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 /graphite cell.  

 

On the general note, an electrolyte additive for cathode passivation acts as a sacrificial agent that 

is oxidized prior to the decomposition of solvent molecules. 
1, 24, 25

 While the specific way in 

which the oxidation of the additive subsequently inhibits the electrolyte breakdown of the 

solvent is not understood well, inactivation of catalytic centers occurring on the surface of the 

electrode is the most likely cause. This inactivation can result either via chemical modification of 

these reaction centers and/or through the formation of protective coatings (also known as 

“surface reaction layers” 
4
 consisting of the insoluble products of additive decomposition and 

cathode corrosion). These layers physically block solvent access to reactive centers on the 

surface (preventing its oxidation) while allowing Li
+
 ion conduction through their bulk. 
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It is noteworthy that many of the battery additives reported in the literature involve fluorinated 

compounds. Examples of the fluorinated compounds studied as electrolyte additives include 

fluoroethylene carbonate, 
26, 27

 fluorinated ether substituted propylene carbonate, 
28

 lithium 

difluorobis(oxalato)borate 
29

, tris(hexafluoro-iso-propyl)phosphate, 
30

 and (4-(trifluoromethyl)-

1,3-dioxolan-2-one, 4-(perfluorobutyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one, 4-(perfluorohexyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-

one, and 4-(perfluorooctyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one. 
31

This fluoro substitution typically makes 

molecules more resistant to anodic decomposition by increasing their oxidation potential due to 

the electron withdrawing effect of the fluorinated alkyl groups; however, the role of this 

substitution in the improved performance attained through the use of fluorinated additives 

remains unknown. In this study, we examine and contrast non-fluorinated trisethylphosphite 

(TEP) and fluorinated tris(2,2,2,-trifluoroethyl) phosphite (TTFP) (Figure 5.1) as electrolyte 

additives for NCM523/graphite cells. Pries et al. 
32

 already demonstrated that the cycling 

performance of Li-rich-Mn-rich materials xLi2MnO3·(1-x)LiMO2 (M=Ni, Co, Mn) can be 

improved by incorporating 5.0 wt% TTFP. Here we demonstrate that this improvement can be 

traced to the modification of the cathode surface during the initial charging of the cell. We 

demonstrate that the fluorinated phosphite additive passivates the transition metal oxide surface 

resulting in a slower oxidation of the organic solvent during the subsequent cycling. Blocking of 

(electro) catalytically active reaction centers on the oxide surface is suggested as the likely cause 

for this beneficial action. 

 

5.2. Material and methods 
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All measurements were carried out at 30 
o
C in an inert atmosphere. Electrochemical cycling 

stability was evaluated using 2032 coin cells. The cathode was composed of 90.0 wt% 

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2, 5.0 wt% C45 carbon black, and 5.0 wt% Solvay 5130 polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) binder coated on aluminum foil. The active material loading was 9.15 mg/cm
2
. 

The graphite anode consisted of 89.8 wt% ConocoPhillips CGPA12, 4.0 wt% Super P-Li, 6.0 

wt% Kureha 9300 PVDF binder, and 0.2 wt% oxalic acid that were coated on copper foil. The 

active material loading was 5.3 mg/cm
2
. Celgard 2325 was used as the separator. The effective 

diameters of the cathode, anode and separator were 14, 15, and 16 mm, respectively. Gen2 

electrolyte containing 1.2 M LiPF6 in 3:7 v/v mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl 

methyl carbonate (EMC) was used as a “baseline” electrolyte. TEP was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich and TTFP was obtained from Halocarbon Products Corporation and purified before use. 

Both additives are colorless liquids that are readily miscible with the electrolyte. Below, all 

potentials are given vs Li
+
/Li couple. 

 

Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling was conducted between 4.6 and 3.0 V cutoff voltages at 

C/3 rate following the two initial (“formation”) cycles carried out at C/10 rate. Cell voltage 

profiles and capacity were recorded using a MACCOR Electrochemical Analyzer (MIMSclient). 

The impedance spectra were obtained using a Solartron analyzer operated between 0.01 Hz and 1 

MHz with the amplitude of 10 mV. Linear sweep voltammetry was performed using a Bio-Logic 

VMP3 station in a three-electrode configuration with Pt electrode (100 µm in diameter) as a 

working electrode and lithium metal as counter and reference electrodes; the scan rate was 10 

mV/s.  
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For post-test analysis, the cycled cells were disassembled in an argon-filled glovebox, and the 

cycled electrolyte was collected by dipping the electrodes and the separator in small amount of 

chloroform-d for NMR analysis. The electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with anhydrous dimethyl 

carbonate and dried in a vacuum oven. The morphologies of the harvested electrodes were 

examined with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S-4700-II microscope in the 

Electron Microscopy Center of Argonne National Laboratory. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) measurements were carried out at the Electrochemical Discovery Laboratory of the Joint 

Center for Energy Storage Research at Argonne National Laboratory using an Omicron ESCA 

probe with Al Kα source. A low-energy electron flood gun was used to compensate for x-ray 

beam induced surface charging. C1s line (284.8 eV) was used for energy calibrations. Samples 

for proton nuclear magnetic resonance (
1
H NMR) were prepared by rinsing of the disassembled 

cell with chloroform-d. These NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker Avance III HD 300 

MHz spectrometer. The chemical shifts in parts per million (ppm) are given vs tetramethylsilane 

standard. 

 

5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Oxidative decomposition of additives 

  

To determine the oxidation stability of P(OR)3 additives shown in Figure 5.1, linear sweep 

voltammetry measurements were performed and the results are shown in Figure 5.2a. For Gen 2 

electrolyte, the anodic current increases drastically at 6.5 V, indicating the onset of solvent 

decomposition. When 1.0 wt% TEP was added to this electrolyte, an additional anodic current 

from TEP oxidation was observed at 4.2 V;  this current increased slowly between 4.2 to 4.6 V 
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and then abruptly increased between 4.6 and 6.5 V. For electrolyte containing 1.0 wt% TTFP, the 

oxidation occurred at 5.5 V, which is significantly higher than for TEP. As was observed in the 

Introduction Section, this increase in the potential is due to the electron withdrawing effect of the 

fluorinated groups in TTFP. 
21

 

  

From previous studies, the most likely reaction for oxidation of the phosphite additives in the 

solvent bulk is the deprotonation of their alpha-methylene groups yielding an alkyl radical 

species. 
33, 34

 Our measurements indicate that TEP and TTFP are oxidized prior the solvent 

molecules, implying that both of these compounds can be considered for high voltage cells. 
25

 

The electrochemical reduction of these two additives was also examined (Figure 5.2b). Except 

for the Li deposition peak at 0.12 V, no obvious features were observed, suggesting that TEP and 

TTFP did not interfere with SEI formation on the graphite electrode. This is in contradiction to 

the organophosphate additives (OP(OR)3) used by others, 
35

 for which there is irreversible 

decomposition in the reduced state due to elimination of a substituting group (such as an R● 

radical) and the formation of Li
+
 binding anions 

-
O2P(OR)2 (see 

36
 and references therein). 
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X=H: TEP
X=F: TTFP   

Figure 5.1. Structural formulas for TEP and TTFP additives. 
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Figure 5.2. Linear sweep voltammograms of baseline electrolyte and electrolyte containing 1.0% 

TEP and 1.0% TTFP additives. (a) Oxidation sweep and (b) reduction sweep. (Pt/Li/Li three-

electrode cell with a scan rate of 10 mV/s; Insets in (a) is expansion of the electrolyte oxidation 

region).   
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5.3.2. Differential capacity (dQ/dV) measurements of graphite anode 

  

To further assess the effect of these two additives on electrolyte reduction, graphite/Li half cells 

were assembled. Differential capacity (dQ/dV) as a function of voltage for the first cycle of 

baseline cell and two additive cells is shown in Figure 5.3. The 0.65 V peak indicates the 

formation of SEI on the lithiated graphite surface from reductive decomposition of baseline 

electrolyte. 
1
 This peak does not change when TEP or TTFP additive was added to the baseline 

electrolyte with concentration of 1%, 3% and 5% and no new peaks emerged. The same was 

observed for the second charge/discharge cycle (not shown). These results indicate little or no 

interference of the phosphite additive with the electrochemical processes taking place on the 

graphite electrode.  
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Figure 5.3. Differential capacity dQ/dV plotted as a function of cell voltage for the initial 

charge/discharge cycle of graphite/Li cells containing 0, 1, 3, and 5 wt%  (a) TEP and  (b) TTFP.  

 

 

5.3.3. NCM523/graphite cell performance 

   

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells were subjected to charge-discharge cycling at a rate of C/3 

with the cutoff voltage between 4.6 V and 3.0 V. The voltage profiles for Gen2 cells, with and 

without 1.0 wt% additive, are shown in Figure 5.4a-4c. For the baseline cell containing no 
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additives, large voltage polarization was observed during the cycling test, 
22 

while the extent of 

this polarization was reduced when TTFP was added to the electrolyte. 

  

Figure 5.4d shows the cycling performance of these cells. For the baseline cell (which exhibits 

rapid capacity fading) the initial charge and discharge capacities are 254 and 216 mAh/g, 

respectively (that corresponds to 84.9% Coulombic efficiency). The capacity retention is 76.9% 

after 50 cycles, and the Coulombic efficiency is maintained at 99.4% over 50 cycles. With 1.0 wt% 

TEP, the cell shows slightly improved performance. The initial charge and discharge capacities 

are 250 and 204 mAh/g, respectively, resulting in a Coulombic efficiency of 81.9%. The capacity 

retention is 82%, and the Coulombic efficiency is maintained at 98.5% over 50 cycles. In 

contrast, the cell containing 1.0 wt% TTFP shows significantly improved cycling performance. 

The first cycle charge and discharge capacities are 260 and 222 mAh/g, respectively, with 85.5% 

initial Coulombic efficiency that is maintained at 99.7% over 50 cycles.  

  

It is well known that SEI formation on graphite electrode leads to loss of Li
+
 inventory causing 

irreversible capacity decrease. Additionally, oxidative decomposition of organic solvent/additive 

on the cathode surface causes further lithiation and/or Li plating on the graphite electrode in the 

closed circuit. This process depletes the lithium salt and changes the bulk properties of the 

electrolyte. The Coulombic efficiency during the high voltage cycling is always lower than for 

normal voltage cycling. The cell containing 1.0 wt% TEP exhibits the lowest Coulombic 

efficiency and the observed capacity fading is thought to result from the decomposition of the 

electrolyte 
1, 2

 and/or the accompanied corrosion 
4, 5

 of the cathode material. The improved 

cycling performance and Coulombic efficiency for the cell containing 1.0 wt% TTFP suggests 
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that the electrolyte decomposition is suppressed due to the passivation of the cathode surface 

during the initial oxidation of TTFP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Voltage profiles for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells containing (a) BE,  (b) BE +1% 

TEP, and (c) BE + 1 wt% TTFP at the 1
st
, 25

th
 and 50

th
 cycle. Panel (d) indicates the capacity 

retention and Coulombic efficiency for these cells as a function of the cycle number. 
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5.3.4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.  

  

Impedance spectroscopy was used to probe the nature of the cathode surface layer. The 

impedance spectra obtained after the first cycle and the subsequent cycling are shown in Figures 

5.5a and 5b, respectively. These impedance spectra consist of two semi-cycles, with the one in 

the high frequency range associated with the interfacial impedance of the SEI layer (RSEI), and 

the one in the low frequency region representing the charge transfer resistance (Rct). 
3
 These 

resistances were estimated by fitting of the impedance spectra using the equivalent circuits 

shown in the insets. These estimates are given in Table 5.1. After the two initial (formation) 

cycles, the cells with and without TTFP showed similar interfacial and charge transfer 

resistances, while the cell containing TEP showed changed resistances. After the subsequent 50 

cycles, TTFP cells displayed significantly lower cathode charge transfer resistances, suggesting 

that TTFP-derived coating efficiently suppressed electrolyte breakdown (that ordinarily results in 

the formation of thick, insulating deposits with large resistance). In contrast, the cells containing 

TEP exhibited higher cathode charge transfer resistance already after the initial cycling, and this 

resistance became still greater upon the subsequent cycling, suggesting that TEP-derived 

interphase acted as an insulator for Li
+ 

ions.  
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Figure 5.5. Electrochemical impedance spectra for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite cells (a) after 

the two initial cycles and (b) after 50 cycles. 
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Table 5.1. Estimates for interfacial and charge transfer resistances obtained from the model 

shown in Figure 5. 

Cell After 1
st
 cycle After 50

th
 cycle 

RI RSEI RCT RI RSEI RCT 

Gen 2 4.8 1.75 5.3 4.9 10.2 140.2 

1.0 wt% TEP 6.2 5.42 10.8 7.3 13.5 175.3 

1.0 wt% TTFP 4.7 1.78 5.4 4.8 9.6 80.3 

 

RI: initial resistance; RSEI: interfacial resistance; RCT: charge transfer resistance (all resistances 

are given in the unit of Ohm) 

 

 

 

5.3.5. Post mortem analyses of harvested electrodes and electrolytes 

  

Figure 5.6 shows SEM images of the pristine NCM523 cathode and the same electrode after 50 

cycles. In the pristine cathode, the secondary particle surface is clean and unobstructed.  In the 

baseline electrolyte, the surface of a cycled cathode becomes covered with thick deposits 

(indicated with the red arrow in Figure 5.6b), suggesting extensive electrolyte decomposition and 

material corrosion. The electrodes cycled in the presence of TEP or TTFP instead exhibited 

compact layers and no thick deposits due to electrolyte decomposition were observed (Figures 

5.6c and 6d). Thus, according to SEM, both additives were able to form the protective coating 

that inhibited electrolyte breakdown after prolonged cycling. In this sense, the two additives 

behaved in the same way. However, as suggested by the impedance spectra discussed in section 
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3.4, the protective layer derived from TEP hinders Li
+
 ion transport, causing inferior 

performance. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6.  SEM images of (a) NCM523 particles prior to the test, (b) the same material from a 

cycled cell containing Gen2 electrolyte, (c) Gen 2 containing 1.0 wt% TEP and (d) Gen2 

containing 1.0 wt% TTFP.  
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5.3.6. X-ray photoelectron spectra of cycled cathodes 

  

Figure 5.7 presents XPS spectra of the pristine and cycled electrodes. Figure 5.7a gives the 

expanded C1s region. In both cycled cathodes, the C1s peak at 284.8 eV originates from the C-C 

bond in carbon black, 
37

  while the peaks at 286.5 and 288 eV arise from the C-O and C=O bonds, 

respectively. These peaks are attributed to ROCO2Li, ROLi and Li2CO3 materials that are the 

known products of electrolyte decomposition. 
15

 The peak at 291.5 eV corresponds to a CF2 

group from PVDF binder. 
15

  Importantly, a peak at 292.8 eV appears on the electrode in the 

cycled cell containing 1.0 wt% TTFP. This peak originates from the trifluoromethyl groups, 
38

 

suggesting the presence of a TTFP-derived product bound to the surface, as was previously 

noticed by Pires et al. 
32

 

  

Figure 5.7b presents the O1s spectra. The peaks at 529.5 and 531.8 eV are attributed to lattice 

MO2 (where M is a transition metal) and M2O3 oxide in the layered LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2.
 37

 A 

new peak at 533.5eV is observed in the cycled electrode that originates from the C-O bonds in 

the products of electrolyte decomposition. Compared to the electrode harvested from the cell 

containing 1.0 wt% TTFP, the electrode from the control cell shows a lower MO and M2O3 peak 

intensity.  That is caused by a thicker electrolyte deposit on the latter (Figure 5.6b). Comparison 

of F1s spectra is shown in Figure 5.7c. The strongest peak at 687.5 eV is from the PVDF binder. 

The LiF peak at 685 eV in the cycled electrodes is due to the decomposition of LiPF6. 
32

 For the 

electrode from a cell containing 1.0 wt% TTFP, a small peak at 689 eV is observed  that we 

attribute to the trifluoromethyl group 
38

 in the decomposition product of TTFP.  
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In the P2p region, no photoelectron peaks were observed from the pristine electrode. The cycled 

electrodes showed a strong peak at 135 eV, which can be attributed to the species containing a 

(fluoro)phosphate group. 
32

 This group can originate from the decomposition of TTFP additive 

and/or LiPF6 salt. To identify the contribution of TTFP on the surface layer formation on cathode, 

new electrolyte with a non-phosphorous containing lithium salt LiBF4 was prepared (1.0 M 

LiBF4 EC/EMC (3/7 in weight ratio)+5% TTFP. The cycled cathode with this electrolyte was 

analyzed by SEM/EDS and XPS (data not shown). The presence of (fluoro)phosphate group  

confirmed the decomposition of TTFP on the surface of cathode. Taken together, these XPS 

results support our assertion that decomposition of the phosphite additives during the first 

charging cycle impedes the subsequent electrolyte breakdown. Interestingly, they also suggest 

that the substituting trifluoromethyl groups in TTFP are still present on the surface as these 

phosphite additives are oxidized to the phosphates.  
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Figure 5.7.  Photoelectron  spectra of cycled LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 electrodes in the (a) C1s, (b) 

O1s, (c) F1s,  and (d) P2p regions. 
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 5.3.7. Decomposition products 

 

Proton NMR spectra of the cell fluid were obtained after 50 cycles and compared to the original 

electrolyte (Figure 5.8). Figure 5.8a shows the expanded section (3.6 to 4.4 ppm) of the 
1
H NMR 

spectrum from Gen2 electrolyte prior to the cycling tests. This range was chosen as it shows the 

greatest differences in the NMR spectra before and after cycling. The quartet at 4.20 ppm and the 

singlet at 3.78 ppm correspond to the methylene and methoxy protons in EMC component. After 

50 cycles (Figure 5.8b), the 
1
H NMR spectrum from the cell containing Gen2 electrolyte exhibits 

new species whose resonance lines correspond to the diethyl carbonate (DEC), which is observed 

as a quartet at 4.21 ppm (for methylene protons) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC), which is 

observed as a singlet at 3.79 ppm (from methyl protons); these new resonance lines are 

superimposed on the resonance lines from EMC. In the cycled cell containing 1.0 wt% TTFP, 

these additional resonance lines were greatly reduced (Figure 5.8c). Since DEC and DMC are the 

products of transesterification of EMC, we surmise that catalytic centers on the cathode are 

involved in such reactions. Thus, the absence of these products in TTFP solutions can be 

interpreted as inactivation of such catalytic centers and/or the formation of a thin protective 

coating on the electrode. 
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Figure 5.8.  An excerpt of the 
1
H NMR spectra from (a) Gen2 electrolyte before cell cycling and 

(b,c) collected cell fluids from the (b) Gen2 and (c) Gen2 + 1.0 wt% TTFP cells after 50 cycles.  

 

 

5.3.8. Mechanism for the protective action 

  

To account for these observations, we suggest the existence of catalytically active centers at the 

surface of the electrode that accelerate the oxidation of solvent molecules in the electrolyte. 

From previous studies of photo(electro)catalysis on transition metal oxides (e.g., 
39-41

), the most 

likely candidate for such a reaction center is a bound hydroxyl group, M-OH, that commonly 

terminates these oxide surfaces. When the cell is energized, this group becomes oxidized, 

deprotonates, and yields the M-O● radical that readily abstracts hydrogen from the solvent 
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molecule (LH), in the process converting back to the M-OH form (Figure 5.9). The latter 

becomes oxidized again, completing the catalytic cycle. The resulting solvent radical L● initiates 

reactions that result in irreversible loss of the solvent. Oxidation of P(OR)3 molecules in the bulk 

is known to yield [P(OR)3]2
+● -carbon, yielding the 

corresponding alpha-carbon radical. 
33, 34

 We suggest that P(OR)3 additives react differently on 

the surface than in the bulk:  instead of H atom abstraction, radical addition takes place with the 

-

scission with the release of R● radical and forms the phosphate shown in Figure 5.9. These 

reactions (for oxygen-centered organic radicals) are well known in radical chemistry. 
42

 The 

reason the addition is preferred over the abstraction is the favorable energetics of P-O bond 

formation (see below). The resulting organophosphate ligand permanently inactivates the 

reaction center and prevents catalytic oxidation of the solvent. The breakdown of the latter either 

slows down, or requires a higher potential to occur. Thus, even a relatively low concentration of 

the additive can have dramatic impact on the electrocatalytic activity of the oxide surface. 

 

scission

M-OH

oxidation

-H+

P(OR)3

-R

+ LH

+ F-

- L

M-O

 

 

Figure 5.9. The proposed electrocatalytic cycle.  
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To ascertain the suggested mechanism we turned to density functional theory (DFT) modeling 

using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) functional. The simplest phosphite molecule, trimethylphosphite, 

represented the additive, while MO● center was represented by (HO)
2
Al

III
O●-

 species (aluminum 

hole center), as shown in Figure 5.10. According to our gas phase calculation, the H abstraction 

from trimethylphosphite by this reactive center is exergonic by 0.62 eV, whereas the addition of 

the same molecule to the non-bridging oxygen is exergonic by 2.11 eV. The elimination of RO- 

arm (with the formation of the hydroxymethyl radical) is considerably less favored energetically 

-scission, which is exergonic by 1.01 eV. These estimates indicate that the 

formation of M[O2P(OR)2] phosphate and elimination of R● radical is the favored reaction path, 

as can be expected by analogy to reactions of alkoxy radicals. 
42

 Somewhat similar reactions with 

triplet oxygen and/or superoxide radicals (derived via the oxygen reduction) 
43, 44

  were 

suggested by Pires et al., 
32

 but our mechanism obviates the need to postulate the formation of 

oxygen, for which there is scant experimental evidence.  

  

The reactions shown in Figures  5.9 and 5.10 rationalize our XPS results, as they account for (i) 

the retention of the substituting RO- groups in the reaction product (that are observed through the 

C1s and F1s lines in XPS spectra shown in Figure 5.7) and (ii) the concurrent appearance of the 

phosphate group (observed through P2p lines). This scheme also explains how the phosphite 

additive becomes covalently attached to the electrode surface. However, by itself, this scheme 

does not explain the difference in Li
+
 ion transport that was observed between TEP and TTFP. A 

possible rationale is that the phosphate groups eventually become exchanged with other anions, 

yielding thin LiOP(O)(OR)2 deposits that serve as “protective coatings” inferred in our studies. 
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This exchange is possible, for example, through electrochemical generation of HF and HPOF2 

(which are the known products of LiPF6 decomposition/hydrolysis near the cathode surface, e.g. 

4, 23, 45
). Aggregation of these organophosphate salts and the products of their further oxidation 

(that involves H abstraction from the substituting groups and the ensuing polymerization) can 

create a thin barrier impeding Li
+
 migration into the solvent bulk. The formation of such deposits 

may be difficult to distinguish by XPS from the presence of MO2P(OR)2 centers in Figure 5.9. 

As the mobility of Li
+
 ions is very sensitive to the composition of such deposits, the performance 

of the cells can also be very sensitive to variations in the additive structure. 

  

 

Figure 5.10. Energetics of reactions between P(OMe)3 and a model Al oxygen hole center 

according to our DFT calculations. The insets in the plot demonstrate optimized structures in the 

gas phase. All energies are given in the units of eV. 
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Recently, Han et al. 
23

 speculated that the entire benefit of tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphite 

P[OSi(CH3)3] derives from the reaction with HF acid that is generated near the cathode surface 

(through the decomposition of PF6
-
 anions); this reaction yields HOP(OR)2 acid and RF fluoro-

compound. Through this reaction, the additive consumes HF acid preventing the corrosion of the 

cathode. 
4
 For trimethylsilyl derivative, this reaction is strongly exergonic, whereas for TEP and 

TTFP, it is almost thermoneutral. Since TTFP exhibits the same beneficial effect as the 

tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphite, we believe that the phosphite compounds act in a more subtle way 

than envisioned by Han et al.. 
23

 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

  

In this study, we compared the effectiveness of TEP and TTFP as cathode protecting electrolyte 

additive in LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/graphite 4.6 V cells. Both of these molecules have a lower 

oxidation potential than the solvent molecules in the carbonate electrolyte. The electrochemical 

performance of cells containing 1.0 wt% TTFP was significantly improved as compared to the 

baseline system. This improvement is attributed to selective decomposition of TTFP during the 

initial charging cycle, which results in a modification of the cathode surface that prevents 

subsequent rapid oxidation of the solvent. This modification can be the inhibition of catalytic 

centers on the electrode surface (Figures 5.9 and 5.10) and/or the formation of a protective 

coating consisting of decomposition products derived from the additive (most likely, the 

organophosphates). The prevention of oxidation and transesterification of the carbonate 

molecules can be rationalized either way. For the cell containing 1.0 wt% TEP, the 

decomposition of the additive also takes place, but the resulting coating blocks Li
+
 ion transport, 
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resulting in low Coulombic efficiency and high interfacial resistance. Thus, it appears that the 

role of the fluorination may be less in the manner of chemical changes involving the surface 

active centers than in the different rates for Li
+
 migration through the resulting layer. The 

presence of the trifluoromethyl groups at the surface (as suggested by XPS) indicates that the 

oxidation/decomposition of TTFP does not result in complete mineralization. We suggest that 

the phosphite additives react with the catalytic centers inactivating them through the formation of 

phosphates as shown in Figure 5.9. The phosphates eventually form a protective coating on the 

surface, but even such a thin coating can hinder Li
+ 

ion transport which appears to be the case for 

TEP. The role of fluorination may be in preventing the complete mineralization of the 

organophosphate deposits through their progressive oxidation, as the 
-
O2P(OR)2 phosphates bind 

Li
+
 ions less strongly than PO4

3-
 anions, allowing a modicum of Li

+
 mobility through the 

electrode/electrolyte interphase. 
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Chapter 6 De Novo Fluorinated Phosphate Additives for High Voltage Lithium-ion Battery: 

Molecular Engineering and Synthesis 

 

Abstract 

Fluorinated cyclic phosphates were introduced as novel additives for high voltage Li-ion 

batteries using graphite/LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) cell. Cyclic fluorinated phosphates with 

various chemical structures were designed, synthesized and characterized by different analytical 

methods including NMR, GC-MS and FT-IR. Full cells (graphite/ NCM523) using the state-of-

the-art electrolyte with 1 wt% phosphate additive demonstrated significant improvement in the 

cycling performance compared to the cell without additive. The ineffectiveness of the 

corresponding non-fluorinated cyclic phosphate and non-cyclic fluorinated phosphate as 

additives indicate both the fluorinated substituents and the cyclic ring are crucial for the 

improvement of cycling performance.  Ex situ surface analysis such as X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) confirms the formation of 

modified films on the electrode surface.  Our data indicate that the cyclic fluorinated phosphates 

can sacrificially decompose on cathode surface, leading to the formation of passivation layers on 

the electrode surfaces which suppress electrolyte decomposition. 

6.1 Introduction 

Undoubtedly, lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have become the most widely used power source for 

portable electronic devices and electric vehicles. 
1-3

 To massively commercialize electric vehicles, 

the development of lithium-ion batteries with higher energy and power density is essential.
3-8

 As 

a result, extensive research on pioneering new cathode materials with elevated operating voltage 
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(> 4.5V vs Li/Li
+
) and improved specific capacity has been carried out.

9-12
 Since the first 

synthesis of lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 NCM333) by Ohzuku 

et al. in 2000
13

, tremendous effort has been given to the development of Ni-rich layer-structured 

lithium nickel cobalt manganese oxide (NCM) materials  because of its high specific capacity 

under high voltage. 
14-15

 However, the high voltage instability of the state-of-the-art electrolyte, 

which contains 1.2 M lithium hexafluorophosophate (LiPF6) dissolved in a mixture of ethylene 

carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC), hinders the 

extensive application of these new high voltage cathode materials. 
16-18

 Electrolytes with 

enhanced voltage stability such as fluorinated carbonates, sulfones, dinitriles and diisocyanates 

have been actively pursued. 
19-25

 Several electrolyte additives, which can improve the cell 

performance drastically with the addition of only a small quantity (1-5 %), have also been 

developed. It is believed that the additives can sacrificially decompose to  form a protective layer 

on the cathode surface that can kinetically suppress the oxidative decomposition of electrolyte.
26-

27
 Because the additive approach is a more cost effective solution compared to electrode coating 

or new electrolyte formulation, it is important to obtain promising additives for the application of 

high voltage cathodes. 

Recently, the investigation of electrolyte additives for NCM cathodes has been actively 

implemented by many researchers all over the world. In 2013, Nan et al. reported the addition of 

1% lithium tetrafluoroborate into the conventional electrolyte could enhance the cycling 

performance of a graphite/ LiNi0.5Co0.3Mn0.2O2 cell. 
28

 Later, Dahn and coworkers demonstrated 

the effectiveness of various additives including vinylene carbonate (VC), trimethylene sulfate 

(TMS), ethylene sulfate (DTD), methylene methanedisulfonate (MMDS), prop-1-ene-1,3-sultone 

(PES) and tris(trimethylsilyl) phosphate (TTSP) in improving the performance of NCM cathodes. 
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29-32
 Moreover, Song et al. showed that the use of 5% methyl (2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) carbonate 

(FEMC) as electrolyte additive could effectively enhance the cycling retention of a Li/ NCM cell. 

33
 More recently, Anouti and coworkers suggested the use of tris(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) phosphite 

(TTFP) as an electrolyte additive for a lithium-rich NCM cathode, 
34

 while Xiang and coworkers 

reported the use of 2-Ethoxy-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (EDP) displayed beneficial effect 

on a Li/NCM cell. 
35

[ref X] All the additives above were believed to form a passivation layer on 

the cathode surface that can suppress electrolyte oxidation which can lead to rapid capacity 

fading.  

In an effort to design new additives, the general features of the above additives were first 

summarized (Figure 6.1) to provide valuable structural clues about these additives. As shown in 

Figure 6.1, DTD contains dioxolane-type five-member ring which can be polymerized readily 

during electrochemical process, 
26, 30

 while organophosphorus compounds such as EDP, THFPP 

and TTFP were proven to be effective additives for high voltage cathodes, plausibly by forming 

protective films on the cathode surface. 
26-27, 34, 36-37

 Attempting to include the structural property 

of DTD, TTFP, THFPP and EDP, a new class of cyclic fluorinated phosphates, TFEOP, PFPOP 

and HFiPOP were designed and synthesized. All of the synthesized phosphates contain 

dioxolane-type five-member ring which can be easily polymerized to protect the anode surface, 

while their fluorinated alkyl phosphate group was evidenced forming passivation layer on the 

cathode surface. Improved cycling performance was observed for the graphite/ NCM523 full 

cells with the cyclic fluorinated phosphates added as additive. Interfacial analysis showed that the 

new additives polymerized on the surfaces of both anode and cathode, resulting in less electrolyte 

decomposition on both electrodes for the full cell utilizing the new phosphate-based additives. 
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Figure 6.1. Chemical Structure of additives DTD, TTFP, THFPP and MDP. 

 

6.2 Experimental section 

6.2.1 Synthesis of 2-(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (TFEOP). 2-

Chloro-2-oxo-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane (10.0 g, 0.0702 mol) dissolved in 20 mL anhydrous 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) was added drop wise to a solution of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (8.78 g, 

0.0877 mol) and trimethylamine (12.2 mL, 0.0875 mol) in 160 mL anhydrous THF at 0 
o
C. The 

reaction mixture was allowed to warm up to room temperature and stirred overnight. The 

resulting mixture was then subjected to vacuum filtration and the solvent of the filtrate collected 

was then removed by rotary evaporation.  The crude product was dried over 4 Å molecular 

sieves and purified by vacuum distillation. The final product (b.p. 97 
o
C, 4 mmHg) is a colorless 

liquid (6.94 g, 0.0337 mmol) obtained with a yield of 48 %. 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz): δ 4.52-

4.32 (m, 7H); 
13

C NMR (CDCl3, 75 MHz): δ 122.4 (quartet of doublets (qd), J = 276, 8.2 Hz) 

66.3 (d, J = 2.8 Hz), 66.1 (qd, J = 37.8, 4.6 Hz); 
19

F NMR (CDCl3, 282 MHz): δ -75.7; MS-EI 

m/z: 205.0 [M - H]
-
: 186.0, 161.0, 137.0, 107.0, 81.0, 64.0. 

6.2.2 Synthesis of 2-(2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide 

(PFPOP). 2-Chloro-2-oxo-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane (10.0 g, 0.0702 mol) dissolved in 20 mL 

anhydrous THF was added drop wise to a solution of 2,2,3,3,3-Pentafluoro-1-propanol (13.17 g, 

0.0878 mol) and trimethylamine (12.2 mL, 0.0875 mol) in 160 mL anhydrous THF at 0 
o
C. The 

reaction mixture was allowed to warm up to room temperature and stirred overnight. The 
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resulting mixture was then subjected to vacuum filtration and the solvent of the filtrate collected 

was then removed by rotary evaporation.  The crude product was dried over 4 Å molecular 

sieves and purified by vacuum distillation. The final product (b.p. 107 
o
C, 4 mmHg) is a 

colorless liquid (9.13 g, 0.0357 mmol) obtained with a yield of 51 %. 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 

MHz): δ 4.56-4.34 (m, 6H); 
13

C NMR (CDCl3, 75 MHz): δ 118.3 (quartet of triplets (qt), J = 

286, 35 Hz), 111.6 (triplet of quartets (tq) 254, 37.5 Hz), 66.3 (d, J = 2.6 Hz), 63.3 (triplet of 

doublets (td), J = 28.4, 5.0 Hz); 
19

F NMR (CDCl3, 282 MHz): δ -83.7, -125.0; MS-EI m/z: 257.0 

[M + H]
+
: 236.0, 211.0, 137.0, 107.0, 81.0, 64.0. 

6.2.3 Synthesis of 2-((1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-yl)oxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-

oxide (HFiPOP). 2-Chloro-2-oxo-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane (15.0 g, 0.105 mol) dissolved in 30 

mL anhydrous THF was added drop wise to a solution of 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol 

(22.9 g, 0.137 mol) and trimethylamine (19.1 mL, 0.137 mol) in 200 mL anhydrous THF at 0 
o
C. 

The reaction mixture was allowed to warm up to room temperature and stirred overnight. The 

resulting mixture was then subjected to vacuum filtration and the solvent of the filtrate collected 

was then removed by rotary evaporation.  The crude product was dried over 4 Å molecular 

sieves and purified by vacuum distillation. The final product (b.p. 93 
o
C, 4 mmHg) is a colorless 

liquid (13.04 g, 0.0476 mmol) obtained with a yield of 45 %. 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz): δ 

5.30-5.11 (m, 1H), 4.57-4.44 (m, 4H); 
13

C NMR (CDCl3, 75 MHz): δ 120.1 (q, J = 278 Hz) 72.1 

(septet of doublets (sd), J = 35.3, 4.5 Hz), 66.8 (d, J = 3.4 Hz); 
19

F NMR (CDCl3, 282 MHz): δ -

74.6; MS-EI m/z: 274.1 [M]
+
: 254.0, 228.9, 144.9, 106.9, 80.9, 68.9. 

6.2.4 Characterization of synthesized cyclic fluorinated phosphates. All newly reported 

synthetic cyclic fluorinated phosphates were characterized by both NMR spectroscopy and gas 

chromatography – mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to confirm the structure and purity. All NMR 
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spectra were acquired on a 300 MHz Bruker spectrometer. 
1
H chemical shifts were referenced to 

chloroform-d at 7.27 ppm and 
13

C chemical shifts were referenced to 77.0 ppm. All GC spectra 

were acquired on an Agilent Technologies 7890B GC System and all MS spectra were acquired 

on an Agilent Technologies 5977A MSD System. 

6.2.5 Materials and methods. All measurements were carried out at 30 
o
C in an inert 

atmosphere. Electrochemical cycling stability was evaluated using 2032 coin cells. The cathode 

was composed of 90.0 wt% LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2, 5.0 wt% C45 carbon black, and 5.0 wt% Solvay 

5130 polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder coated on aluminum foil. The active material 

loading was 9.15 mg/cm
2
. The graphite anode consisted of 89.8 wt% ConocoPhillips CGPA12, 

4.0 wt% Super P-Li, 6.0 wt% Kureha 9300 PVDF binder, and 0.2 wt% oxalic acid that were 

coated on copper foil. The active material loading was 5.3 mg/cm
2
. Celgard 2325 was used as the 

separator. The effective diameters of the cathode, anode and separator were 14, 15, and 16 mm, 

respectively. Gen2 electrolyte containing 1.2 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w/w mixture of ethylene carbonate 

(EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) was used as a “baseline” electrolyte. DTD, TTFP, 

tris(1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-yl) phosphate (THFPP) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and purified before use. 2-Ethoxy-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (EDP) was synthesized 

following the reported procedure. Below, all potentials are given vs Li
+
/Li couple. 

6.2.6 Electrochemical measurements. Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling was conducted 

between 4.6 and 3.0 V cutoff voltages at C/3 rate following two initial “formation” cycles carried 

out at a C/10 rate. Cell voltage profiles and capacity were recorded using a MACCOR 

Electrochemical Analyzer (MIMSclient). The impedance spectra were obtained using a Solartron 

analyzer operated between 0.01 Hz and 1 MHz with the amplitude of 10 mV. Linear sweep 

voltammetry was performed using a Bio-Logic VMP3 station in a three-electrode configuration 
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with NCM523 (100 µm in diameter) as a working electrode and lithium metal as counter and 

reference electrodes; the scan rate was 0.1 mV/s.  

6.2.7 Post-test analysis. For post-test analysis, the cycled cells were disassembled in an argon-

filled glove box, and the cycled electrolyte was collected by dipping the electrodes and the 

separator in small amount of chloroform-d for NMR analysis. The electrodes were thoroughly 

rinsed with anhydrous dimethyl carbonate and dried in a vacuum oven. The morphologies of the 

harvested electrodes were examined with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S-

4700-II microscope in the Electron Microscopy Center of Argonne National Laboratory. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out by using an Omicron ESCA 

probe with Al Kα source. A low-energy electron flood gun was used to compensate for x-ray 

beam induced surface charging. C1s line (284.8 eV) was used for energy calibrations. Samples for 

proton nuclear magnetic resonance (
1
H NMR) were prepared by rinsing of the disassembled cell 

with chloroform-d. These NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker Avance III HD 300 MHz 

spectrometer. The chemical shifts in parts per million (ppm) are given vs a tetramethylsilane 

standard. 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of De Nova Cyclic Fluorinated Phosphates  

Cyclic fluorinated phosphates including 2-(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-

oxide (TFEOP), 2-(2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (PFPOP) and 

2-((1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-yl)oxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (HFiPOP) were 

prepared via the reaction of fluorinated alcohol with 2-chloro-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane-2-oxide in 

THF as depicted in Scheme 1. Triethylamine was added to scavenge the hydrogen chloride 
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produced by the reaction of alcohol and 2-chloro-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane-2-oxide in order to 

facilitate the formation of the cyclic fluorinated phosphate. Moreover, the precipitated 

ammonium chloride salt can be easily filtered out and the crude intermediates purified via 

vacuum distillation to yield colorless liquids as products. The compounds were characterized by 

1
H, 

13
C and 

19
F NMR, as well as GC-MS. Representative 

1
H, 

13
C and 

19
F NMR spectra of PFPOP 

are displayed in Figure 6.2. The signal of methylene protons within the five-membered ring 

overlaps with the signal of the methylene protons adjacent to the CF2CF3 group, resulting in one 

multiplet in the proton NMR. The 
19

F NMR spectrum clearly shows two peaks corresponding to 

the CF2 and CF3 fluorine groups. The 
13

C spectrum further supports the structure of this single 

pure compound PFPOP with the triplet of doublets at 63.3 ppm corresponding to the methylene 

carbon adjacent to the CF2CF3 group, the doublet at 66.3 ppm corresponding to the methylene 

carbons within the five-membered ring, the triplet of quartets at 111.6 ppm correlating with the 

CF2 carbon and the quartet of triplets at 118.3 ppm correlating with the CF3 carbon. The 
1
H, 

13
C 

and 
19

F NMR spectra undoubtedly confirm the structures of the cyclic fluorinated phosphates 

shown in Scheme 1. The synthesis and spectral details of all cyclic fluorinated phosphates are 

summarized in the experimental section. 

Scheme 1 
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Figure 6.2. NMR spectra of PFPOP in CDCl3: a) 
1
H NMR; b) 

19
F NMR and c) 

13
C NMR. 

 

6.3.2. Electrochemical Measurement 
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The performance of graphite/ LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) full cell with known additives. 

Figure 6.3 shows the capacity retention of the graphite/NCM523 full cells employing the baseline 

Gen2 (1.2 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC 3/7 wt%) electrolyte and Gen2 with 1 wt% of various additives 

including DTD, TTFP, THFPP and EDP at room temperature. And Table 6.1 shows the detail. 

The current rate of the full cells was C/10 for the first 2 cycles and C/3 for the subsequent 100 

cycles. The initial capacity and capacity retention after 100 cycles for the full cell using Gen2 

electrolyte are 214.8 mAhg
-1

 and 67.5%, respectively. Meanwile, the cycling performance of the 

full cell with 1% DTD, which also has a polymerizable five-member ring, was significantly 

improved compared to the baseline cell showing an initial capacity of 212.7 mAhg
-1

 and capacity 

retention of 74.0%. While the initial capacity was only 198.6 mAhg
-1

 for the full cell with 1% 

THFPP, a fluorinated phosphate additive, the capacity retention was 76.6% which was 

significantly higher than the 64.9% capacity retention shown by the full cell with the addition of 

a fluorinated phosphite additive, TTFP. Although the initial capacity of the cell employing 1% 

EDP, which is a cyclic phosphate, was as low as 131.9 mAhg
-1

, the 100th cycle capacity was 

155.3 mAhg
-1 

and was the highest among all the cells tested. These results demonstrate the 

potentially beneficial effect of introducing a five-member ring, fluorinated substitution group and 

phosphate into the additive molecules. 
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Figure 6.3. Capacity retention of NCM523/graphite cells using Gen2 and Gen2 with 1% additives 

at room temperature. 

 

Table 6.1 

Electrolyte 

Initial discharge 

capacity 

mAh/g 

100
th 

cycle 

discharge 

capacity mAh/g 

Capacity 

retention after 

50 cycles 

% 

Capacity retention 

after 100 cycles 

% 

BE 214.8 136.2 77.1 67.5 

BE+1% DTD 212.7 150.9 81.8 74.0 

BE+1% THFPP 198.6 146.2 87.8 76.6 

BE+1% TTFP 217.8 140 74.2 64.9 

BE+1% EDP 131.86 155 114 85.6 

 

Cycling of graphite/LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) full cells with cyclic fluorinated 

phosphates as additives. In light of the above results, cyclic fluorinated phosphates including 

TFEOP, PFPOP and HFiPOP were designed and synthesized. The graphite/NCM523 full cells 

using Gen2 with 1% cyclic fluorinated phosphates were subjected to the same cycling test 

mentioned above and the capacity retention is depicted in Figure 6.4a. Details are shown in Table 

6.2. All of the fluorinated phosphate additives showed improvement on the cycling performance 

of graphite/NCM full cell except HFiPOP, which is the hexafluoroisopropyl version of the cyclic 

phosphate additives. The initial capacity of the full cell using Gen2 with 1% TFEOP was 199.3 

mAhg
-1

, which was lower than the initial capacity 216.5 mAhg
-1

 shown by Gen2 with 1% 
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PFPOP. However, the capacity retention and 100
th

 cycle capacity of TFEOP added cell were 

83.6% and 161.8 mAhg
-1

 respectively, and they were significantly higher than those of PFPOP 

added cell (73.9% and 150.8 mAhg
-1

) and the cell without any additive (67.5% and 136.3 mAhg
-

1
). The Coulombic efficiency (CE) of the HFiPOP added full cell system was significantly lower 

than that of other three systems (Gen2, Gen2 with 1% TFEOP and Gen2 with 1% PFPOP) as 

presented in Figure 6.4b and this low CE could probably account in part for the low capacity 

retention of the HFiPOP added cell. The TFEOP and PFPOP added cells displayed relatively high 

CE (> 99.6%) and the coulombic efficiencies were much steadier than that of baseline cell. 

Overall, the graphite/NCM full cell system using Gen2 with 1% TFEOP demonstrated the highest 

capacity retention and 100
th

 cycle capacity among the cell systems mentioned above.  
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Figure 6.4. (a) Capacity retention and (b) coulombic efficiency of NCM523/graphite cells using 

Gen2 and Gen2 with 1% cyclic phosphate additives at room temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.2 

 

 

 

 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy and Linear Sweep Voltammetry. Impedance 

spectroscopy was carried out to probe the electrical properties of electrodes and their interfaces. 

Figure 6.5 presents the impedance spectra obtained after 100 charge/discharge cycles of 

Electrolyte 

Initial discharge 

capacity 

mAh/g 

 

1st Coulombic 

efficiency %  

100
th 

cycle 

discharge 

capacity 

mAh/g 

Capacity 

retention after 

50 cycles 

% 

Capacity 

retention after 

100 cycles 

% 

BE 214.8 86.4 136.2 77.1 67.5 

BE+1% TFEOP 199.3 83.8 161.8 91.1 83.6 

BE+1% PFPOP 216.5 86.8 150.8 86.6 74.7 

BE+1% 

HFiPOP 
215.7 

86.7 
120.9 77.6 59.1 
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graphite/NCM full cells using Gen2, Gen2 with 1% TFEOP, Gen2 with 1% PFPOP and Gen2 

with 1% HFiPOP electrolytes. These impedance spectra consist of two partially overlapped semi-

cycles. The EIS can be fitted by the equivalent circuit shown in the inset of Figure 6.5
38-39

. The 

Rb is the bulk resistance of the whole battery that represents the electric conductivity of the 

electrolyte, separator and electrodes. The semicircle at high frequencies is related to Rsei and Csei, 

which are resistance and capacitance of the solid electrolyte interface on the electrodes, 

respectively. Rct and Cct are faradic charge-transfer resistance and its relative double-layer 

capacitance, which correspond to the semicircle at medium frequencies. And the estimated values 

are shown in Table 6.3. While the surface film resistance Rsei of the baseline cell is slightly higher 

than that of the other cells with additive, the charge transfer resistance Rct of the baseline cell is 

almost three times the Rct of cells with TFEOP and PFPOP, indicating a significant 

decomposition of electrolyte on the electrode surface for the baseline cell. The cycling and 

impedance results suggest that cyclic phosphates TFEOP and PFPOP are effective in mitigating 

the side reactions on the surface of either the anode or the cathode. 
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Figure 6.5. Electrochemical impedance spectra for graphite/NCM full cells using Gen2 and Gen2 

with 1% cyclic phosphate additives after 100 cycles. Inset: the Rsei area 

Table 6.3. Estimates for surface film and charge transfer resistances for the graphite/NCM full 

cells 

Cell Rb (Ω) Rsei (Ω) Rct (Ω)
 

Gen2 3.41 10.2 475 
Gen2 with 1% TFEOP 3.85 6.18 133 
Gen2 with 1% PFPOP 3.07 7.24 164 

Gen2 with 1% 
HFiPOP 

3.47 
7.89 356 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Because TFEOP shows the best performance among the three as synthesized additives, it is 

selected as the representative additive for post analysis.  
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Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements were carried out to probe the nature of the 

cathode surface. In this experiment, NCM523 electrode was used as the working electrode while 

lithium metal was used as both counter and reference electrodes. The scan rate of the LSV was 

set to be as low as 0.1 mV/s in order for the electrode reaction to reach equilibrium. The results of 

baseline Gen2 electrolyte and Gen2 electrolyte with 1% TFEOP, which gave the best cycling 

performance, are compared in Figure 6.6. For the 3-electrode cell employing the baseline 

electrolyte, an oxidation peak occurs at 3.86 V, which is 0.08 V smaller than the oxidation peak 

3.94 V observed with 1% TFEOP electrolyte. This cathodic peak delay is consistent with the 

formation of a kinetic barrier on the NCM surface.  
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Figure 6.6. Linear sweep voltammogram of Gen2 electrolyte and Gen2 electrolyte containing 1% 

TFEOP.  
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6.3. Post-test Analysis 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

 

The SEM images of the pristine cathode, the harvested cathode from the baseline cell and the 

harvested cathode from the TFEOP added cell are depicted in Figure 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c 

respectively.  In the baseline electrolyte, the surface of the aged cathode was covered with thick 

deposits (Figure 6.7b), suggesting severe electrolyte oxidation of the baseline electrolyte on the 

cathode surface. The cathode cycled in Gen2+1%TFPOP electrolyte (Figure 6.7c) exhibits a 

comparatively much cleaner surface; there is no indication of thick deposits due to electrolyte 

decomposition.  

 

Figure 7. SEM images of (a) pristine cathode, and harvested cathode from cells with (b) Gen2 

electrolyte and (c) Gen2 with 1% TFEOP electrolyte. 

 

 

 

XPS. Figure 6.8 presents XPS spectra of the cycled cathodes in the baseline electrolyte 

with/without 1% TFEOP as additive. Figure 6.8a gives the expanded C1s region. In both cycled 

cathodes, the C1s peak at 284.8 eV originates from the C-C bond in carbon black,  while the 

peaks at 286.5 and 288 eV arise from the C-O and C=O bonds, respectively. These peaks are 

attributed to ROCO2Li, ROLi and Li2CO3 crystallites that are the known products of electrolyte 

decomposition. 
40

 The peak at 291.5 eV corresponds to a CF2 group from PVDF binder. 
40

  

(a) (b) (c) 
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Importantly, a peak at 293 eV appears on the electrode in the cycled cell containing 1 wt% 

TFEOP. This peak originates from the trifluoromethyl groups, suggesting the presence of a 

TFEOP-derived product bound to the cathode surface. 

Figure 6.8b shows the F1s spectra of the cycled cathodes. Four peaks are observed in the 

baseline aged cathode F 1s spectrum, LiF (684.5 eV), MF2 (Metal fluoride) (~685.4eV), 

LixPOyFz (∼686 eV) and CF2 (~687.8eV). For the baseline with 1 wt % TFEOP cycled cathode, 

one more peak was identified on 689.2eV, which indicate the CF3 group from the decomposition 

of TFEOP. This corroborates the CF3 groups identified on the C1s spectra previously discussed. 

Figure 6.8c presents the O1s spectra. The peak at 530.1eV is attributed to lattice transition metal 

oxide in the layered LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2.
 41

 A peak at 531.5eV is observed in the cycled 

electrode that originates from the C-O bonds in the products of electrolyte decomposition. A 

peak at 533.3eV cam be attributed to the species containing a (fluoro)phosphate group.  

  

In the P2p region, the cycled electrodes shows strong peaks at 133.6, 135 and 136.4eV, which can 

be attributed to the species containing a (fluoro)phosphate group. 
42

 This group can originate 

from the decomposition of TFEOP additive and/or LiPF6 salt.  

Taken together, these XPS results support our assertion that TFEOP reacts on the cathode 

surface and forms a surface film different from the baseline electrolyte.  
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Figure 6.9.  X ray Photoelectron  spectra of aged LiNi0.5Co023Mn0.3O2 electrodes in the 

baseline electrolyte with/without 1% TFEOP as additive the (a) C1s, (b) F1s, (c) O1s,  and (d) 

P2p regions. 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Proton NMR was used to probe the extent of the 

transesterification side reaction of EMC, which can be alleviated by the formation of a protective 

coating on cathode surface
43

. Figures 6.9a and 6.9b present the proton NMR spectra of the cell 
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fluid collected after 100 cycles from the baseline cell and the TFEOP added cell, respectively. 

Apparently, a noticeable amount of diethyl carbonate (DEC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 

generated by the transesterification reaction of EMC can be observed from the baseline cell; 

however, the amount of transesterification by-products was greatly reduced and can hardly be 

observed in the proton NMR spectra for the cells with cyclic fluorinated phosphate additive 

added. Again, this result supports the formation of a coating layer on the cathode surface by the 

polymerization of cyclic fluorinated phosphates. 

 

Figure 6.9. An excerpt of the 
1
H NMR spectra from collected cell fluids from the (a) Gen2, and 

(b) Gen2 with 1% TFEOPcells after 100 cycles. 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Proposed mechanism.  

Taking the electrochemical data and post test analysis results together, we speculate that TFEOP 
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can form a kinetic barrier on the cathode surface and prevent the conventional electrolyte from 

severe oxidation side reactions on the electrode surface.  The protective layer could possibly be 

formed by the polymerization of the cyclic fluorinated phosphate additives, which can react with 

a hydroxyl (-OH) group 
44

 on the surface of the NCM surface as described in Scheme 

2.(Schöttler, 2016 #88) [Ref 37, Y, Z] Presumably, the cyclic phosphates can be protonated by the 

acid generated from Gen2 or the oxidation decomposition of the electrolyte solvents on the 

cathode surface, rendering the cyclic phosphates prone to nucleophilic attack by the hydroxyl 

residue on the surface of the NCM particles. Eventually, the cyclic phosphates may polymerize 

and form a protective layer on the NCM surface. Due to the electron withdrawing effect of the 

fluorinated substituent in the fluorinated cyclic phosphate, the P=O double bond is more prone to 

nucleophilic addition than that of non-fluorinated cyclic phosphate. Thus, the cathode protective 

layer could form readily with the use of fluorinated cyclic phosphate, rendering the cell using 

fluorinated cyclic phosphate additives better cycling performance. 

 

Scheme 2. Proposed mechanism of the TFEOP polymerization. 
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Conclusion 

In summary, de novo cyclic fluorinated phosphates were designed by combining the 

beneficial structural features of various known additives including a five-member ring, 

fluorinated substituents and phosphate functional groups. The designed additives were 

successfully synthesized and applied as additives in a graphite/NCM523 full cell system. The 

cycling performance is significantly improved with the use of 1% TFEOP or PFPOP as additive 

in Gen2 electrolyte. The results of EIS and LSV suggest the formation of a protective layer which 

can reduce the electrolyte oxidative decomposition was formed on the surface of the cathode 

when cyclic fluorinated phosphate additive was used. Presumably the protective layer was 

generated by the polymerization of the cyclic fluorinated phosphates. Post-test analyses including 

SEM, EDS and NMR were performed to probe the nature of the electrodes and electrolyte 

system. The SEM and EDS results showed that the addition of TFEOP additive could reduce the 

morphology changes of electrodes and the transition metal dissolution from the cathode. 

Transesterification side reaction was also mitigated by the addition of TFEOP additive as 

illustrated by the proton NMR spectra. All results of the post-test analyses are also consistent 

with the formation of a protective layer which mitigates electrolyte oxidation and transition metal 

dissolution on the cathode surface. Extensive work on the synthesis of more diversified cyclic 

phosphate molecules and further mechanistic studies are currently being carried out. 
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Chapter 7 Research Conclusions and Future Work 

In this thesis project, the goal of this research was to study new electrolytes for next generation 

Li ion batteries, with emphasis on its performance at high voltage and elevated temperatures. 

This has been accomplished using a combination of electrochemical and material analysis 

techniques.  Furthermore, following conclusions are drawn corresponding to the research 

objectives presented in Chapter 1.  

 

First of all, a screening method for oxidation stability of the synthesized F-solvents has 

been developed. Electrochemical floating tests have been used as an evaluation tool for voltage 

stability of electrolyte solvents. Of the cyclic carbonates screened, FEC is the most stable solvent, 

followed by TFPC, EC and TFP-PC-E. The differences of voltage stability are much more 

pronounced at elevated temperature than at RT. In the case of diluent solvents such as linear 

carbonates and ethers, only F-EMC, EMC and DMC showed stable current upon overcharge at 

high temperature, all the other solvents tested gave different degree of instability when exposed 

to high voltage and high temperature simultaneously. Among the three tested DMC gave the 

smallest residue current. Mixtures of FEC and DMC by various ratios have demonstrated that 

cyclic carbonates are the more stable component in the formulations although the beneficial 

effect is insignificant after concentration of cyclic carbonate is increased over 50%. Test of 

various salt concentrations did not result in great variation of the electrolyte stability which 

implies that the effect of salt on electrolyte voltage stability is minimal. Finally, an electrolyte 

formulated based on the screening results of the electrochemical floating tests have showed 
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slightly improved performance over our previously reported best formulations of fluorinated 

electrolyte. 

Secondly, different fluorinated cyclic carbonates were studied systematically by different 

electrochemical method. Fluorinated cyclic carbonates with different substituents including 

fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC), difluoroethylene carbonate (DFEC), trifluoropropylene 

carbonate (TFPC), 4-((2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropoxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (HFEEC) and 4-

(2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,5-nonafluoropentyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (NFPEC) was designed, synthesized and 

evaluated. Combing the electrochemical results and bulk material post analysis results, the 

electrolyte with DFEC as the SEI former shows the best performance. When introduce the DFEC 

based electrolyte in to the HEHV system, it will not only shows a stable interphase due to its 

high anodic stability, but also can prevent the cathode from loss active Li.  

 

Thirdly, by using different post analysis techniques, we also gained a fundamental 

understanding of the interaction between electrolyte and electrode materials.i) The 

transition metal dissolution is not detected by EDS and XPS on the fluorinated electrolyte cycled 

graphite anode, suggesting the enhanced voltage stability on the cathode side and the robust SEI 

formation on the graphite anode. ii) XAS experiment confirm the Ni and also Co could be 

charged to higher oxidation state (Ni
3+

/Ni
4+

) with fluorinated electrolyte due to its enhanced 

oxidation stability. iii) fluorinated electrolyte was proved to assist the preservation of the crystal 

structure of NCM523 cathode by SXRD results. The lattice structure of NCM523 is almost intact 

while significant shrinkage in its unit cell for Gen 2 electrolyte cycled cathode. All results 

converge to the conclusion that fluorinated electrolyte is intrinsic ally stable towards oxidation 

and is suitable high voltage electrolyte for high voltage high energy density lithium ion cell.  
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Fourthly, additives with different substitutional group were systematically studied. 

Moreover, by taking together the advantages of different additives we tested, a new 

additive, 2-(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane 2-oxide (TFEOP), was designed, 

synthesized and introduced in to the HEHV system. Other than change the carbonated based 

conventional electrolyte into the fluorinated carbonate system, adding the additive to passivate 

the electrode surface is one of the most efficient way to stabilize the electrode interphase. In the 

additive study, the function that have been found from our selected and synthesized additives 

include :(i) it cooperates to SEI formation and stabilizes SEI, (ii) it reduces dissolution of the 

cathode materials, (iii) it provides excellent kinetic barrier on the cathode . 

 

Taken together in this project, we formulated, designed and synthesized different fluorinated 

based solvent and additive for the HEHV battery system. New electrolytes have been evaluated 

by comparison with the conventional EC-based Gen 2 electrolytes. The new electrolytes showed 

much better cycle performance at both room temperature and 55 ⁰C. In post-test analysis, it 

indicates that the new electrolytes can realize a stable interface and maintain the cathode 

structure. The extraordinary electrochemical stability of our new electrolytes makes it a suitable 

candidate for next generation high energy high voltage Li ion batteries system. 

In the future, both coin cell and pouch cell will be fabricated to test the electrochemical 

performance of the new electrolyte.  

Moreover, more In-Situ techniques could be involved in to the fundamental study. i). In-situ X-

ray absorption spectroscopy will be carried out to examine the change of the electronic 

transitions and local structure at the Mn, Co and Ni K-edge for the NCM523 electrode during 

charging and discharging process in different electrolyte system. ii). In-situ X-ray diffraction 
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could be involved to test the thermostability of the electrode in different electrolyte system and 

account the losing of Li ion during high voltage charging and discharging. iii) In-situ impedance 

testing also could be involved to investigate the surface change under different state of charge 

(SOC) and state of discharge (SOD).  
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